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Husband Kills Two Sisters, Self, At Cordova
NAACP Complaint May Hold Up Medicare Wife Refused To Go
Back To St. Louis
OFF TO trOOD START — The South District
of the Chickasaw Council of the Boy Scouts
of America got its Capital Funds Drive off
to a flying start last Saturday morning at
a kick-off breakfast at Club Paradise, and
some $2,300 of their $8,000 goal was reported
that day. Here, pleased at the report, from
left, are Rev. C. D. Coleman, CME official
Working in drive; N. .1. Ford, Sr., vice chair-
man of theldrive; and T. .1. Toney, principal
of Geeter .111gh school, one of drive chair-
men. Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr., general
manager of the Tri-State Defender, is head-
ing the campaign. Breakfast was served
by Boy Scouts and prepared by Den
Mothers. (Withers Photo)
Film On Cancer Detection
To Be Shown At Theaters
Two motion pictures that may
save the lives of countless wom-
en will be shown. with no ad-
mission charge, double
feature for women only at eight
Memphis theaters April 25-29.
Sponsored by the Memphis
and Shelby County Unit of the
American Cancer Society, the!
films are "Breast Self-Exami-
nation," which snows women
how to detect early signs of
breast cancer, and "Time and
Two Women," which drama-
tizes the ease histories of two
women, both victims of uterine
cancer, and explains how the
life of one was saved.
Breast cancer is the leading
cause of cancer death in wom-
en today, but the rate could
be changed for the better if
more women would regularly
practice s el f -examination and
consult their physicians at first
sympton.
Delayed treatment is not only
dangerous for the individual, but
is frustrating to the physician
who knows that the five-year
survival rate for localized can-
cer is 82 per cent as against
47 per cent when there is re-
gional spread beyond the ori-
ginal site.
Uterine cancer, once a most
dreaded form of disease, can
now be detected before symp-
M a
tons appear, at a time when Beale;
it is virtually 100 per cent cur- chairman; Dr. I..ouis BrittAthy-
able.
A Memphis physician will par-
ticipate in the program at each
theather to answer questions
from the audience. Nurses from
all local hospitals will serve as
ushers, and volunteer workers
of the American Cancer Society
and Shelby County unit will be
hostesses.
All women are invited to at-
tend the theater most conven-
ient to them. The program lasts
for one hour, and attendance
pi izes will be given away. There
will be no charge or solicita-
tion. Show time is at 10 a.m.
at all theaters.
FOLLOWING IS A SCHED-
ULE OF THE SHOWINGS:
MONDAY, April 25: Lamar
Theater, 1716 Lamar; Mrs. Les-
ter Davis and Mrs. Robert El-
lis, chairmen; Dr. J. Malcolm
Aste, physician.
Northgate Theater, 3 2 0 2
Thomas; Mrs. George Kuss,
chairman; Dr. Schayel Schein-
berg, physician.
TUESDAY, April 26: Airways
Theater, 2366 Lamar; Mrs. Er-
nest Schumacher, chairman;
Dr. Dan Mills, physician.
New Daisy Theater, 330
Hospital Trustee Compliance Now
Says Time Needed n
To Effect Chanceit IS Demand Of
segregation of hospitals in the
In order to assist in the de- 
Local Branch
city of Memphis. Negroes
should ask both white and Ne-
gro physicians to send them to
the hospitals ordinarily used by
whites.
This was the suggestion made
by Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, pre-
sident of Owen college and a
member of the Board of Trus-
tees for City of Memphis Hos-
pitals.
The hospitals would include
Methodist and Baptist, which at
present only have a few Ne-
groes, as well as St Joseph,
and William Bowld.
During a regent meeting
with federal officials, Dr. Dink-
ins said that it was pointed out
that although each of the hos-
pitals had signed compliance
pledges following the passage of
the Civil Rights law, there was
little evidence that the situation
had changed to any extent since
that time, with most of the Ne-
gro patients still receiving treat-
ment at E. H. Crump Memorial
and John Gaston hospitals.
Dr. Dinkins said that the of-
ficials did not outline what they
I considered Would constitute pro-
igret#5, but ask for substantial
i-progress" within the next 30
peral funds would be available It Could Get
i days, so as to insure that fed-
'to the pe ople of Memphis
Mrs. James W. Moore. through the 
hospital programs. w
The Memphis branch of the
NAACP this week charged that
hospitals in the city have had
all of the time needed to inte-
grate hospitals a n d medical
services, but have no yet com-
plied with the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 for four reasons.
According to a release issued
by Rev. James M. Lawson,
chairman of the NAACP Hospi-
tal Committee, the reasons are:
1. The City Commission, hos-
pital boards and administrators
refuse to satisfy the clear
guidelines sent to them by the
Department of Health, Edlica-
tion and Welfare.
2. Responsible officials will
not carry out the kind of pro-
grrims to bring about serious
integration.
3. The doctors of the city, (of
the most part, still ref,Eir pa-
tients to hospitals on a raci.il
basis.
4. Private and public offici Is
want to maintain the substance
of racial prejudice and segre-
SSW PagA 2 ,
"One aspect of the problem'
can be solved through the ef-
forts of Negroes," he said,
"and that is for Negroes to re-
member of the board of three- quest of their physicians to be
tors of the I:emphis and Shelby sent to hospitals other than
County Unit of the American Crump, and for Negro physic-
Cancer Society.) ians to apply to other hospitals
sician. (Dr. Britt to be intro%
duced by Dr. E. W. Reed,
Theater. 3527 Park; Mrs. Ron-
ald Canaday and Mrs. Bryce
Cooper, chairmen; Dr. John
Nash, physician.
Plaza Theater, 3402 Poplar;
Mrs. Jesse Anderson and Mrs.
Frank Fisher, chairmen; Dr.
Walter Ruch, physician.
THURSDAY, April 28: Malco
Theater; 197 S. Main; Mrs.
John Landrum and Mrs. E. P.
Caldwell, chairmen; Dr. Robert
Ruch, physician.
FRIDAY, April 29: Mem-
phian Theatre, 51 S. Cooper;
Mrs. E. J. Adams, chairman;
Dr. Roy Page, physician.
Women who wish to have the
films shown to their clubs and
other organizations may ar-
range with the local unit of the
American Cancer Society to
have someone come to them
during evenings, or at other
times more convenient to the
schedules of working women.
The films can also be shown
at churches.
SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY — Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Jackson looked out recently at their home at 752 Birch st.
in North Memphis to find their trees and shrubbery deco-
rated with multi-colored toilet tissue, one of several deeds
eaiculated to harass there as the first Negroes to move
Into the neighborhood. Two nights after moving into the
modern eight-room house, the lacksons had all of the
for staff privileges. If there are
WEDNESDAY, April 27: Park refusals based on race, there
would be sufficient ground in
each instance for specific com-
plaint and a withdrawal of
funds."
He said that the hospitals
have made their facilities avail-
able without regard to race, and
physicians have been urged to
admit patients by the same
standards.
Dr. Dinkins said that he be-
lieved that the use of federal
funds through Medicare and
utilization of research a n d
equipment grants on a non-dis-
criminatory basis will be a
means of getting the Negro pa-
tients accustomed to using hos-
pitals other than Crump and
John Gaston.
"Personally," he said, "I
would hope that there could be
a suspension of the application
of the out-of-compliance sanc-
tions for six months in order
for Medicare to get underway
and help effect the changes
which are desired."
The six-month period, he add-
ed, would allow Negroes time
to become accustomed to a
change from the old pattern,
and at the same time give Ne-
gro physicians time to make
applications to other hospitals
and have them acted upon.
"for sale" signs on the street piled on their lawn. Prank-
sters have played numerous small tricks on the couple
but have not resorted to destructive ones, and in their
haste/to leave, Mr. Jackson said the culprits left five rolls




Prof. Edward F. Oueziett e
(pronounced Willett), a social
science instructor at LeMoyne
College, has had more than his
share of bad news in recent
weeks.
Persons involved in incidents
that produced the bad news
have been members of his im-
mediate family, including his
wife, and some of his in-laws.
The professor's wife, Mrs.
Marion Ouelette, w ho a 1 so
teaches at LeMoyne, tripped
and fell down a flight of stairs
and fractured two ribs in St.
Louis, March 26, the day after
attending the wedding of their
son, Robert.
HURRICANE
A week later, Professor Oue-
lette answered a long distance
call from Tampa, Fla. and was
advised that a hurricane had
hit the city and demolished the
home of their youngest son, Da-
vid.
And, still later. Mr.
See Page 2
A 38-year-old husband, who
vowed he would kill his wife
and sister-in-law if his wife re-
turned to Memphis from St.
Louis, Mo., kept his promise
last St.turday afternoon, and
then put a bullet through his
left chest as Sheriff's Deputies
arrived at the scene at 1481
Bridgewater in Cordova.
The victims were CI y de
Campbell, 38, of 4433-A Evans,
St. Louis, Mo., who was em-
ployed as a guard at a foundry
there; his wife, Mrs. Lillian
Campbell. 40; and his sister-in-
law, Mrs. Connie Mae Newson,
51.
According to the victim's son,
bobby Newson, 18, he and his
mother, Mrs. Newson, went by
bus to St. Louis on Friday,
April B. and returned shortly
with his aunt, Mrs. Campbell,
after her husband had pleaded
for her to forgive him all of
his misdeeds.
Mrs. Campbell left her two
oldest boys, Clyde Jr„ 13, and
.Joe Lewis Campbell, 11, with
her husband, and brought the
youngest,-Ricky Campbell, nine,
with her' to her sister's home
on the Saturday before Easter.
GOT HERE WEDNESDAY
He said that Mr. Campbell
came here on last Wednesday
with the older boys, and again
begged his wife to forgive him
for mistreating her and come
bark home and that she re-
MRS. LILLIAN CAMPBELji
fused.
rived. The children were play-
ing in th? back yard,
Michael Crawford, a 13-year-
old neighbor, who lives across
the street at 1493 Bridgewater,
said he ran to another neigh-
bor's home and asked them to
call police when the man enter-
ed the house with the gun, a
R: E. "Candy Ma," Newson, 45 Remington Rand, which he. 
husband of Mrs. Newson, said 
Dulsaendcas a guard at a St. Louis
Mr. Campbell stayed all Wed-
nesday night, lying on the+ Mr. Campbell then walked in-
SLUG FOR MURDER WEAPON — Michael Crawford,
neighbor of victim in last Saturday afternoon's shooting,
is holding a bullet found near the house in Cordova where
double murder and suicide occurred. The 13-year-old boy
had a woman to call police to the scene. Ihandreds flocked
to the street in front of the house at 1481 Bridgewater and
said the victim's son, was as "busy as Times Square in
New York" after news of the tragedy circulated. (MLR
Photo)
floor but not sleeping, and be- i
fore leaving on Thursday saidi
that his life was no good to
him and that he would just as
soon be dead.
He left all three of his sons
with his wife, and he was not
seen again until Saturday after-
noon, when he came by in a
light car driven by an uniden-
tified person, who then sped
away.
Mrs. Newson was in the kit-
chen of the home, which is be-
ing remodeled, and Mrs. Camp-
bell was in another room iron-
ing, when Mr. Campbell ar-
Va. Symphony To Play
During Arts Festival
LeMoyne's annual Arts Fes-
tival, coordinated by the col-
lege's Cultural Activities Com-
mittee, gets underway Sunday,
April 24, from 6 to 8 P.m with
the opening of an art exhibit
and & tea in the Alumni Room
of the Hollis F. Price Library.Ouelette The art exhibit, which will
be on display throughout the
entire w eek of the festival
will feature the work of H. Bel-
la Schaeffer.
Schedr'ed for Monday, April
25, is a piano recital by John
MacKay of the University of
Iowa's music department. Mr.
MacKay's concert will be ren-
dered in Bruce Hall, starting
at 10:30 a.m.
OTHER EVENTS
Dr. Paul Hayes, chairman of
the sponsoring committee, said
the public is invited to all
events during the week.
Two events are scheduled for
Tuesday, April 26. Prof. Joseph
F. Carroll of the French De-
partment at Memphis State Uni-
versity will lecture at 10:30
a.m. in the lecture hall on "The
20th Century French Novel,"




Kivie Kaplan, a Boston indus-
trialist who was elected nation-
al president of the NAACP to
succeed Arthur Spingarn, will
be in Memphis on Friday. April
22, to talk about the work of
the Association and to appeal
for Life Menpers.
A reception honoring Mr. Kap-
lan will be held for him at the
Hotel Claridge and is being
sponsored by the "Friends of
the NAACP."
Before his election to t h e
presidency of the NAACP, Mr.
Kaplan was chairman of the
Life Membership Committee.
He will seek more of the $500
memberships while here, along
with $100 junior life member-
ships for children under 13.
Income from Life Member-
ships has been used for law-
suits, bail bonds, voter registra-
tion campaigns, lobbying for
needed legislation to open up
employment opportunities, t o
achieve quality integrated edu-
cation, and to fight racial big-
otry in all areas.
chestra, conducted by William
Penny Hacker, will render a
concert at 1:30 p.m. in Bruce
Hall.
The regular weekly chapel
hour is scheduled for Wednes-
day morning, April 27, at 10:30
with the Rev. James M. Barr,
pastor of First Unitarian
Church, the speaker.
A Japanese film, "7 Samu-
rai," will be shown at 1:30 and
4:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
lecture hall, and the LeMoyne
College Players will present
"An Evening of One Act Plays,'
starting at 8:30 p.m. in Bruce
Hall.
MORE PLAYS
"The Bond Between" by Mae
Howley Barry 'will feature a
cast composed of Mildred Hall,
Debris Tigg,s, Jennie Morris
and Clenora Hudson. The same
cast will appear in the second
play, "To' Burn a Witch" by
James L. Bray. The third play,
"No Exit" by Jean Paul Sartre,
will have a cast composed of
George Puckett, Allen Dillard,
Martha Hill and Clenora Hud-
son.
A Russian film, "The Cranes
to the kitchen and killed Mrs.
Newson with one bullet through
the center of her chest.
Other witnesses said that Mrs.
Campbell fled out the back
door of the Newson home and
was running through a garden
headed for a wooded section
when her husband caught her,
and then started leading her
back toward the house, as the
children pleaded with him not
to kill the woman.
Sirens from the Sheriff's Dep.
uti.s' car could be heard about
then, and the neighbors said
See Page 2
WILLIAM HACKER
are Flying," will be shown at
1:30 and 4:30 p.m. Thursday in
the lecture Hall.
Three events are scheduled
for Friday, April 29, Prof. Jo-
seph W. Westbrook, supervisir
of secondary education for the
City Board of Education, will
'speak at 10:30 in the lecture
ball; an English film, featuring
Laurence Olivier in "Hamlet,"
will be shown at 1:30 and 4:30
p.m. in the lecture hall, and Le-
Moyne's Student Dance Group
will present a Modern Dance
Program at 8:30 p.m. in Bruce
Hall.
The English Department will
present dramatic readings at




from her husband and tried to
run toward the street, but was
shot in the right side, and col-
lapsed in the driveway.
Mr. Campbell was told to
drop his gun by Officers W. .1.
Berry and J. B. Neely. before
he ran behind a bush and killed
himself with one shot m his
left chest_
The deputies reported that
all three were dead when,they
arrived.
HEARD PATROL
Bobby Newson said that he
was cutting grass at a home on
Walnut Grove rd.. when
Sheriff's patrol sped past with
siren screaming, and his em-
ployer's son remarked "I won-
der *here they are going."
He said the man jokingly re-
plied, "Oh, they are headed
out to Bobby's house."
"And it turned out that it
was the truth," the boy said.
The Campbells' three sons
are being cared for by an
aunt, Mrs. Lillie Mae Bradley
of 2949 Alcorn, in Binghampton,
sister of the two dead women.
Plans are being made for a dou-
ble funeral for the sisters in
the New Bethel Baptist church
in Germantown, but final ar-
rangements were not complete
at presstime. Southern Funeral
home is to have charge of the
bodies.
Mr. Campbell had no close
relatives in Memphis, but a
brother living in Michigan has
been notified of his death and
he was scheduled to come here
to make arrangements for the
burial.
DEFENDER
LYING IN STATE — Mr. Alexander M. Dob-
bins of Jackson, Tenn., who died there re-
cently and was mourned by relatives and
Friends, is seen lying in state. Delivering the
eulogy for him was the Rev. A. L. Camp-
bell, pastor of the Berean Baptist church.
Wife LeMoyne Gets Grant To
(Continued From Page 11
Mrs. Campbell pulled awa y Aid 50 Prep Students
An Upward Bound grant of
$72,857 has been awarded to
Lemoyne College, Congressman
George Grider (D.-Tenn) an-
nounced.
The Federal funds will be
used to help 50 Memphis high
Compliance
(Continued From Page 1)
gation throughout the city.
-Because of such immoral
behavior," he charge, "these
parties threaten to allow Judy 1
to come and leave our city
without Medicare."
The minister said that the
public is made to believe that
it is the Federal Government
which would deprive the city
of such service, when in reality
it is the fault of public and pri-
vate officials "who do not wish summer s stepped-up w a r
to act in accordance with the against the wasted potential of
law of the land, not to speak impoverished high school young-
of the Judaic-Christian month- sters. Funds for the project will
be provided by the U. S. Office
of Economic Opportunity.
Upward Bound programs will
be operating this summer in
all 50 states, plus the Virgin
Islands, Puerto Rico and the
District of Columbia.
ty.tt
Rev. Lawson, who is pastor of
Centenary Methodist church,
said that the Federal Govern-
ment expects Memphis to fol-
low the guidelines already pro-
vided, just as was demanded
in the hold-up of funds relative
to the Anti-poverty program.
He said that Memphis offi-
cials want to project an image
of the city as one of "good
abode," while at the same ̀ ime
retaining segregation with its





Cutlass came. full power
factory 44, 14,000 ens 0-11-
11t, miles, must ssiss te appreci-
ate.
'63 Olds $1995
• 911 4-4nor sedan. full pow-
er and air.
'63 F-85 $1595
cutlass mite. white 9nt h
black trim. A real nice car.
'64 Ford $1595
Fenian. 00 2-done hardtop
269 V-t. straight stick. 26.000
miles
'65 Buick $3095
Wildcat 4-door hardtop. full
power and factory air. SitU
smells new.
'61 F-85 $895
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er stick sink
'64 V.W. $1395
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'62 Falcon $995
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beater. automata .
'61 Chev. $895
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wall tires, V4.
'61 Chet $1095
Packwood statinn wean+. Ra-
de, and heater Automatic
power steering. One owner.
'64 Pont. $2095
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'60 Olds $895
"Ii'' 4-door sedan. Power
steerint and brakes. Fully
equipped. Whitewall tires.
'63 MERCEDES
710 standard transminsion, ?O-
din and healer. A real nice
car. SlISS.
'60 Pont. $895
000• door ikon:1100, fuil













For dishes, glassware, pois, pans,
fine fabrics, nylons and household
cleaning. Genii* to She bends,
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT
school youngsters develop their
full potential. The students will
be exposed to a full-time resi-
dental summer program, in-
cluding academic work, cultural
and recreational activities, field
trips, study and personal coun-
seling.
There will be a follow-up dur-
ing the regular school year con-
sisting of individual tutoring,
cultural activities, special class-
es, and enrichment programs at
the college during school holi-
days.
"There is a tremendous waste
of potential among so many of
the high school youngsters who
come from poor families," Con-
gressman Grider said. "This
program will help discovir and
develop the talents of these
students."
Lemoyne is one of 78 colleges
which will participate in this
Could
(Continued From Page 1)
received word that his wife's,
brother, Frank C. Everett, and'
his wife were passengers on the
Viking Princess, the Norwegian
ship that burned at sea.
Mr. Ouelette explained that it
all started the day after
Thanksgiving when son Robert
and his then bride-to-be, Miss
Jane Kearbey, drove to Mem-
phis from St. Louis. They ar-
rived at night during a storm
which had damaged power lines
and thrown the area this side
of the Arkansas - Memphis
bridge into darkness.
Young Ouelette missed a
curve after crossing the bridge
and skidded into a telephone
pole. Miss Kearbey suffered
cuts on the forehead and left
cheek and was treated at Bap-
tist Hospital.
The Ouelettes' oldest son, Ev-
eritt, of Chicago, burned out
two cylinders of his car while
driving to, his brother's wed-
ding in St. Louis and had to
complete the trip by bus.
The groom, Robert, was
"pinched" the day before his
wedding for driving a friend's






his fingers crossed. "I
next," he said.
The Ouelettes are completing
their first year as faculty mem-
bers of LeMoyne.
He taught philosophy at Ev-
ansville College in Indiana be-
fore coming to Memphis. Prior
to that he served 11 years as
pastor of First Corn munity
Church (United Church of
Christ) in Evansville, Ind.
Mrs. Ouelette, who teaches
education classes at LeMoyne,
was executive director of the
YWCA in Evansville before she






The Ouelettes have lived in
Turkey, where Mr. Ouelette was
a teacher; in Wales, where he
pastored a church, and in Lon-
don.
MAKING WISHES - Blowing out a combined total of 18
candles during a recent birthday party honoring them are
Justina Poindexter, left, who was 10, and her sister, Laneta
Faye Poindexter who was eight. The girls are the daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. James Poindexter of 4888 Peace rd., and
students at the Lakeview Elementary school.
downtown and union ave.
C S
fashion specialists in sires
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IN THE WINNERS' COLUMN — PI Omega Pi Business
Honorary society held its annual typing and shorthand test
for high school students at Tennessee State university dur-
ing the animal convention of the Tennessee Education Con-
gress, and here the winners are being congratulated by
Miss Claudette Scott, business education junior, who is pres-
ident of the campus chapter of Pi Omega Pi. From left are
Miss Scott, Misses Pamela Patterson, West High, Morris-
SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1964
town, first in spelling; Janice Gay, Riverside, Chattanooga,
first in Typing II; Delores Haymore, Carver, Memphis, first
in shorthand with 80 words; Orlinda Harris, Riverside, Chat-
tanooga, second in Typing 1.1; Charlotte Kennedy, Mont-
gomery, Lexington, first in Typing I, and Wanda Strickland,
Riverside, Chattanooga, second in shorthand with MI words.
(Joe Thin Photo)
West Tenn. Extension
Agent Dies In Jackson
JACKSON — Funeral services
for Alexander M. Dobbins, a
longtime Agricultural Extension
agent, who was well-known
throughout West Tennessee,
were held at the Berean Baptist
church in Jackson, with the
pastor, Rev. A. L. Campbell,
giving the eulogy.
Mr. Dobbins, and his wife,
the former Miss Fannie A. Mer-
riweather, had planned to cele-
brate their forty-fifth wedding
anniversary on Monday. April
18.
Mr. Dobbins had served as
an extension agent from 1933 un-
til his death. Mrs. Dobbins, who
survives him, was a supervisor
in Madison County until her re-
tirement.
WORLD WAR I VET
A veteran of World War I,
he was a member of the Wil-
liamson Trice Post 31 of the
American Legion, the T. P.
Haroldson No. 34, a thirty-third
degree Mason, Shriner, Knights
Templar, Royal Arch, Worship-
ful Master of Hope Lodge No.
144, Free and Associated Ma-
sons, and Knights of Pythian,
Patron of Hope Chapter No. 153
Order of the Eastern Star, and
royal advisor of St. Andrews
Guild No. 12.
Mr. Dobbins was graduate of
Tennessee A&I "State university
and had done further study at
the University of Tennessee,
Hampton Institute in Virginia,
i Prairie View college At. Texas,
Benedict college and Tuskegee
Institute
Aside from his wife, he is
survived by two brothers, Prof.
V. 0. Dobbins, Kingsport, Tenn.,
and Prof. S. E. Dobbins, Deca-
tur, Tenn.; and three sisters,
,Mrs. Leola Allen, Caracas,
Venezuela, South America; Mrs.
Nerissa Bond, Nashville, and
Mrs. Alicia Taylor, Columbia,
Tenn.
'buy DAISY
















Our new zip auto loan application is so short and simple,
you'll fly right through it.
Compared to the old way, applying for an
auto loan with new ZIP is like taking a jet
in place of a prairie schooner. Filling out
a ZIP application amounts to little more
than penciling in a few numbers! You'll
barely get started—at any First National
office, at the dealer, or at borne—before
the whole thing's done.
The ZIP application just makes arranxing
a low-cost auto loan at First National Bank
all that much zippier. Why float a loan
when you can fly one? ZIP!
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS 
el ***
14414rTENNESSEE / NEMER infltal. DEPOSIT INSUnaNCE CORPORATION *4°IllitiOLWORTH'S
dna% 
jDOWNTOWN • 44 S. MAIN • 527-4434
UNION AVI. • 1122 ONION • 274.2941
&
STOUT SHOPPE
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PLANNING REUNION BANQUET — Members of the class
of 1941 of Manassas High school met recently at the home
of Charlie Morris of 981 Alaska St. to make plans for a
class reunion banquet to be held on next Saturday, April 23,
at the Alcy Acres Country club. Seated from left are Mrs.
Charles Irma Young, Mrs. Augustine Matthews, Mrs. Vivian
Williams, Mrs. Bessie Lawson and Mrs. Johnnie Mae Moore.
RECEIVING SON'S MEDAL — It was a
sad but proud moment for Mr. and Mrs.
Albert E. Hughlett of Brighton, Tenn., when
they accepted the Silver Star Medal award-
ed their son posthumously for his action
in Viet Nam, from Col. Shelby L. Gillette,
commander of Defense Depot Memphis.
"PLANS FOR PROGRESS" — Dr. R. Grann
Lloyd, right, head of the business division
of Tennessee State university, compares
notes with two members of Vice President
Humphrey's task force for "Plans of Pro-
gress" program, Theodore P. Avery, left,
of Los Angeles, and William H. Miller of
Akron, Ohio. Mr. Avery, a senior electrical
engineer with North American Aviation,
Inc.. for more than 20 years, and Mr. Mil- 6
Elam Enters
Sheriff's Race
At a meeting of the Airways
Optimist club on Wednesday,
April 13, Clayton P. Elam an-
nounced as a candidate for
sheriff of Shelby County in the
forthcoming General Election in
August.
Mr. Elam, who was a can-
didate for sheriff in 1964, said,
'As I stated in my 1964 cam-
paign, I will endeavor to put
a stop to the mounting number '
of wrecks and deaths on the,
roadways of Shelby County,
modernize the operation of the
Shelby County Jail, `and seek
the necessary funds to bring
Sheriff's Deputies a n d em-
ployees up to the pay scale com-
parable to the other counties of
this size and population."
The candidate said that he
will announce his entire plat-
form, list his campaign man-
ager, and the site of his cam-
paign headquarters at a later
date.
Standing, same order, are Mrs. Priscilla Pages, Mr. Mor-
ris, Mrs. Catherine Crowley, Roscoe McWilliams, Mrs. Elsie
Armmer, Howard Robinson, Mrs. Tealie McClandon, Ernest
C. Withers, Sr., Mrs. Julia Holman and Mrs. Katherine
Humphreys. Invited to the banquet as guest speaker for
the class's 25th Anniversary is Atty. Judge Clark, a mem-
ber of the class, now practicing in St. Louis, Mo.
The Army's fourth highest award for gallan-
try was given for Sgt. John A. Hughlett's
action which resulted in his death on Nov.
8, 1965. The citation accompanying the
award described how he drew fire from
hostile forces in an attempt to save wounded
members of his platoon.
ler, manager of the Training Center School
of Goodyear Tire and Rubber company, who
is also a TSU graduate, spent two days on
campus talking with students and faculty
members. Their primary purposes were (1)
to advise students of job opportunities avail--
able in business and industry, and (2) to
stimulate them to develop their abilities to
the highest possible level of copmetence dur-
ing college and university years.







School PTA will present its an-
nual Tea and Fashion Fair at
the school on Sunday, April 24,
from 3 to 5 p.m., and the theme
will be "Spring Into Orbit."
The featured attraction will
be musical selections by the
Hamilton junior ,high school
choir under the direction of
Mrs. Thelma Whalum.
Fashions will be modeled by
parents and students of the
Wisconsin Elementary school.
Proceeds from the activity





The No. 2 Usher Board of
Vollentine Baptist church pre-
sented a fashion show and tea
in the church last Sunday, and
among the models participating
were Mrs. Arnett Thomas, Mrs.
Gwen Taylor, Mrs. Roie
Fields, Miss Francis MicCardy,
Mrs. Limmie Lowery, Mrs. Ver-
lene Talbert and Mrs. Juanita
Dodson.
Teenage models were Misses
Diane Sykes, Shirley Ambrose
and Dorothy Bowles. Decatur
Williams was the male model.
Mrs. Linda Green and Mrs.
Fannie Campbell were narra-
tors.
Johnnie Rodgers is president
of the Usher Board, and Rev.
W. M. !Fields, Jr., pastor of the
church.
Trenton News
Mrs. Willie Barnett spent the
Easter holiday with her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Willie Bell, in Alamo.
R. T. Holder was here from
Detroit to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Holder.
Mr. and Mrs. ,Albert Johnson
were here from Poplar Bluff,
Mo., to spend the weekend with
his mother, Mrs. Parlee John-
son, and his sister, Mrs. Marie
Payne. Mr. and Mrs. H. Bailey
and grandchildren came here
from Kalamazoo, Mich., to vis-
it his grandmother, Mrs. James
Bryant, and other relatives and
friends.
Here from Hampton, Ohio. to
spend several days with rela-
tives were Mr. and Mrs. Pol-
lard, who were guests at the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Will Cox. Mr. Pollard's
father returned to live with
them.
Alvesta Mullins of Benton
Harbor, Mich., spent the week
end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cee Mullins, and her
daughter, Mai Gold.
James Newhouse was here
from South Bend, Ind., to visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jam-
es Newhouse, and other mem-
bers of the family.
Weekend guests of Mrs. Wil-
lie B. Ivy of Alamo, and Mrs.
Elsie Newhouse and family
were Mr. and Mrs. Stringfellow
of St. Louis.
Mrs. Willie Barnett went back
to spend a few months in St.
Louis.
Slat AD HUT-IN
V. M. Williams is a patient
in Gibson General hospital.
Charlie L. Wells is confined
to his home.
Mrs. Georgia Williamson is
off duty because of illness.
Mrs. Ora Smith has been dis-
missed from Gibson General
hospital.
DEATHS
Charlie Ward passed in Gib-
son General hospital on Friday,
April 15.
Gather Johnson was here
from Los Angeles to attend the
funeral of his brother, Reuben





1576 ALCY RD. PH. 948-9320
COUNT BASIE
Count Basie To Play
During Carnival Week
Jazzman Count Basie will loyal Jazz concert, one of the
bring his 18-piece ensemble tolseveral new events added this
the Mid-South Coliseum on Sun- year to the schedule of the Cot-
day, May 8, for a Cotton Car- ton Carnival Association's an-
nual festival.
The concert will start at 3
p.m, in the Coliseum and will
be the first Carnival event to
take advantage of the new Fair-
grounds facility which has al-
ready played host to a number
of musical attractions
The Coliseum — known in the
show trade as the -concrete
cupcake" — offers unexcelled
accoustics and should provide
an ideal setting for the Basle
concert, according to chairman
James K. Dobbs, Jr., who heads
the committee handling arrange-
ments for the Basie visit.
The jazz concert is co-spon-
sored by Pic-Pac stores and Mr.
Dobbs hailed Pic Pac president,
Tommy Dunn, for his assistance
in "bringing to Memphis a top.
name musician at ticket prices
so low that they are within the
reach of every Memphian and
Carnival visitor."
Mr. Basie, a product of Kan-
sas City and the Southwest, first
appeared on the jazz scene in
the 1930s, when jazz improvising
was taking on the form of in,
vention of new melodic lines on
preset chord sequences of the
blues and popular songs.
The Count quickly became
known for his rhythmic perfec-
tion and was the first pianist to
drop timekeeping with his left
hand on all beats.
• • • The Nome of . ,
NEW EASTERN LOCATION
ANNOUNCING...






ing 'intrutor. Full pow,
to,,
'65 CADILLAC
Sedan 0eville. Sameosh brans, wtth
matching interior. Full power and
factory alr
'65 CADILLAC
Sedan. 2 to choose from. Full
p•wer and factory •'r.
AND MANY OTHER MAKES
'63 CADILLAC '66 PONTIAC
ith match. 2 to rho.,. from, Full C Soaneville. Slack with hitless flrei.
•̂ d f". paver and lactory /kit, White loather 
Interior. Power
e steering, power brakes, power ..at,
,t asp pperer windows. Like sew.
'63 CADILLAC 6,000 actual miles.
t' Sedan D.V. 7 to choose from,
Full power and factory air,
'64 CADILLAC
DeVille. 6 to choose frac
Full power and factory air.
'64 CADILLAC
Sedan. Limo Green, 4-window,
power steering and power brakes.
Factory •ir.
64 CADILLAC
Coupe DaYille. Light green, Green }
leather interior. Fully eautpped
with factory air.
'63 CADILLAC
Sedan. 2 to choose from, Full
Peer 4,041 factory ati.
'60 CADILLAC
2 to choose from. Full power arid
factory air.
'59 CADILLAC
Yellow. Full power and factory air.
'53 CADILLAC
2 to choose from. Full power and
factory air.
'66 VOLKSWAGEN
600 actual miles. Like new.
'65 CONTINENTAL
White. Turquoise leather intertets
Full power and factory air., /Oro
'63 PONTIAC
Catalina 4-door seders. Red wItio
white top. Full pewer and factory
air. Ertra nice.
'62 FORD
Fairtene "500" 2-doer serials. Sulio
and heater, V4, standard trans*
mission.
'63 CORVETTE.
4 speed. A real dream.
MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
If You Are Going To Buy A Cadillac, You Are
Better Off To Shop At Southern Motors, Inc.




ealkeette DEALER -FOR 47 YEARS
;FLOYD McKEEHAN, Mgr.
2577 POPLAR ( OPEN EVENINGS




APPLIANCE &ruber FURNITURE CO.
Call BR 6-2751 1348 Poplar Ave.
20 Years Serving You — We Want Your Business






Fritexerr Chest Holds 97 Lb,. Full Wd,l C5II
Troy Full Width Porc•lain Crisper Sealed-in
R•friperatioa System Hold. 36 Lb..
5-Yr. Warranty on Golden Heart
Compressor ONLY . . .





OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
Automatic Washer
'Automatically Washes — Rinses and Spin Dries
• Water, Temperature Wetter
• Forestial., Wash Tub
• Exclusive Wavo•Actlon
Agitater
• 5 Fresh Water Rinses
• Super Spin Dry
o 5-Year Tronstai•aiOrt
Warranty

























LOOS tra 21,11011 BTU Doffs
BUY NOW aid SAVE!
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• Big, 9-5s cap•city
• High-speed pump
• Vs rusble pressur• oniirdjah
• Safety pivot wrrneer nevi
• 1,  RR heavy-duty rooter
• Sorg-Warner transmisakest
DEFENDER SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1966
Opens Real Estate Office — Laurence Johnson IV has open-
ed the A.A.A. Realty and Investment Company at 979 E.
McLemore, and with his partner F. L. Brown is ready to per.
form services in sales, rentals and loans. He has studied
at Tennessee A Si I State University in Nashville and the
University of Tennessee, and belongs to Middle Baptist
Church in Whitehaven, where he is a deacon and superinten-
dent of the Sunday School.
Valuable Man
The question, "Can we af-
ford an architect," might bet-
ter be phrased "Can we af-
ford to do without an archi-
tect?" Building and remodel-
ing a home is one of the sound-
est investments a family can
make.
Phoebe is a short-distance talker.
Likes to keep in close touch
with her friends.
The one, across the street,
the one next door,
the one in the next block,
and the one three houses down.
Phoebe's one of our favorite customers
Just loves her phone.






NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
ThP advice of an architect
is one of the best ways to
avoid wasting a single cent -of
each building or remodeling
dollar. Besides techniques, ar-
chitects also know materials
and the value of such perma-
nent surfaces as ceramic tile.
REVIVAL TIME — The Baptist churches of Memphis and vicinity are cur-
rently conducting revivals, and they will last until this Friday, April 22.
Speakers were to speak during breakfast services held one week at Owen
college, and during a second week at the Golden Leaf Baptist church. Speak-
ers for the breakfast meals were Revs. Cri C. Criven, L. M. Morganfield, Oris
Mays, M. E. Pleasure, Jr., J. W. Williams, Jr., 0. C. Collins, Eugene Waller,
Coleman Crawford, E. V. McGhee and C. J. Gaston. Speakers at noon services
were Revs. W. H. Thompson, Cleophus Robinsin, W. W. Taylor, C. H. Murphy,
H. P. Sandridge, Wilbur Jones, G. H. Hankins, J. L. Payne and Brady John-
son. Rev. H. H. Harper was chairman of the revival, and Rev. N. A. Crawford
co-chairman. The ministers are seen here during a breakfast at Owen college.
Whites Chapel
TALENT SHOW
The school's talent show is
the great talk around the cam-
pus. The show is approximately
one hour long, consisting of,
band music, dance numbers,
vocal singing and one of the
nation's best masters of cere-
mony.
Two' presentations at t h e
school have been made within
the past two weeks. The show
committee thanks parents, pa-
trons, students and schools for
their splendid cooperation in
making all presentations a suc-
cess.
Pre-School Round up
The pre-registration of future
first grade students, who will
be six years of age on or be-
fore November 30, 1966 was
held April 13. Mrs. Sara Snow
and Mrs. Marjorie Walton were
in charge of the pre-registra-
tion. The teachers reported that
I they are quite pleased with the
registration and feel that we
will have several first graders
to welcome to our school for
the next school term.
Teacher of Week
This honor has been given to
Mrs. Nettie C. Cross of 2881
Princeton Avenue. She is 6-1A
class teacher at White's Chapel
School.
Visitor of Week
Kurl H. Eggent, L. P. Lu-
per, Jim's School Supply, and
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
H s
248 Vance Ave, JA 7-9320
Memphis, Teen uses
'YOUR Company Makes Wks, now Ask hit Aai
Crwrios Whet Yew ?Mak Of'
Rev. P. L. Rowe, Neighborhood
Youth Corp. visited recently.
Students of Week
The students are, Carolyn
Ross, Leonard Trixie, William
Webb, Odell Holmes, Clifford
Lewis, Lena Mae Kelly, Mag-
gie Cheers, Dyrbrn Hall, Never-
son Faulkner, Joan Fleming,
Eura Joyner, Larry Scott, Caro-
lyn Cage, Charlotte Jefferson




Career Day was observed
last week at the Mt. Pisgah
High school, and the guest
speaker was Rev, J. A. Mc-
Daniel, executive director of the
Memphis Urban League. He
was introduced by Mrs. Odessa
Tate, a supervisor of the Shelby
County schools.
More than 30 consultants were
guests at the school and later
were served dinner in the home
economics department.
During a later assembly, the
Gracious Ladies presented a
I program on the theme of "Mo-
rals and Character." The guest
speaker was Mrs. N. Harris,
the librarian.
Two; members were inducted
into the club:, bringing the mem-
bership up to 14.
 Ina
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
TO 
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Street Addreu Zonis hie 
City Stet. 
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TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,







MSU Glee Club To Sing Sunday At Mt. Olive
As a special feature climax-
ing Women Activity Month, Mt.
Olive C.M.E. Cathedral is pre-
senting the Memphis State Uni-
versity Glee Club in concert.
The program Sunday, April 24th
at 3:00 P.M., features the 75
voice glee club under the direc-
tion of Dr. W.W. Wade In a
selection of spiritual music pre-
pared for the Easter season.
Dr. Wade is Associate Pro-
fessor of Music. He holds the
B.S. degree from East Tennes-
see State College; the M. Mu-
sic and Ph. D. degrees from
Northern University. Prior to
joining the University faculty,
he taught at Tennessee Tech at
Cookeville. Dr. Wade's assis-
tant is Miss Shirley W. MaRae
whom he credits with much of
the work done for this concert.
Kenton Stellwagen is the orga-
nist.
The public is invited to hear
this excellent glee club.
Hair Curling!
Women will spend more than
ever in 1966 at their hairdress-
ers, predicts Bruce S. Gelb,
president of Clairol, Inc.
He says beauty salon sales
should surpass $2 billion in
1966, a 100 per cent increase














Post Office Box 311
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BIG / 5-Piece SILVER SERVICE
Register Free and often. Each Big Star Store will
STAR' 
give away one of these beautiful Silver Services
April 30th. Winners names will be published in
the Big Star Ad May 4th. Wouldn't your wife be





SEE THE SILVER SERVICE
ON DISPLAY AT BIG STAR!
REGISTER FREE & OFTEN
You Needn't Be Present
.At. Drawing To Win!
SAVE YOUR QUALITY STAMPS FOR MOTHER'S DAY!
Check your nearest Quality Stamps Redemption Center














Spend Summer In India
WINSTON-SALEM — Miss terest somewhere along the
Sylvia Yvonne Sprinkle, a jun-I route to her point of embarka
ior will become Winston-Salem, lion for home. She will be out
State College's first a m bassa. of the United States for about
dor to India. She will spend the fifty-six days.
summer in that country under • An honor student at Winston-
The Experiment in Internation Salem State College, Miss Sprin-I
al Living program. kle is a 1963 honor graduate of!
The experiment is the oldest Carver High School in Winston- I
person-to-person exchange or. Salem. She is the daughter of
f2anization of its kind In the Mrs. Thelma S. Joyce of Route
United States. The experimen 1, Winston-Salem and the late
believes that "people learn ,to Arthur W. Sprinkle, Sr.,
!ive together by living together '
The "homestay" is the hear
of the program.
Miss Sprinkle will spend one
month living in the home of an
Indian family—not as a guest
but as another member of the
family. Her second month will
be spent traveling informally
through the country with a
member of her family and a
group of Young Americans or
engaged in a project of special
interest.
At the conclusion of the in
formal trip, she wil spend a
few days in a city of major in-'
On campus she is secretary
of the Student National Educe.
lion Association, assistant see.
retary of the Student Govers•
ment Association, vice presi-
dent of the junior class, and a
member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, The Pan • Hellesie
Council, the Library Literary
Club and the Drama Guild.
Miss Sprinkle was the junior
class nominee for campus "La-
dy of the Year" and the first at-
in Self Reliance, the local anti.
tendant to Miss SNEA. She is







On and off stage, Helen Lurie has always been
an actress. "From the top of her head to her Viennese
fingertips." Her husband, Lee Lurie, is lawyer to many
a Famous Name. theatrical and literary.
In their country place on Long Ridge Road in
Stamford, Connecticut or the New York apartment,
which is part of a regal town house, the Luries' dinner
parties have drama and style. For parties, Helen
always does the cooking herself.
She admitted she was put on her mettle a few
evenings ago when their honored guest was M. Robert
Lebel, a member of the chamber of art experts of
France, one of a panel invited to this country to pass
secretly upon the authenticity of certain paintings
in certain museums.
The palate of M. Lubei is as sharp as his eyes.
Helen Lurie felt challenged to produce a meal that
would be unlike anything he would find in Paris.
Something interesting and a little off-beat. Since it
was a buffet, she decided she needed two entrees, two
different desserts.
MEATBALLS IN SWEET AND SOUR SAUCE*
To serve 6, add to 1 1,=, pounds chopped beef, 1
anion, finely chopped; 1 egg; 2 tablespoons cracker
meal; 1 teaspoon each salt and Worcestershire sauce.
Form into 1 inch balls. Brown in butter.
Add to a sauce made by simmering together 10
to 15 minutes: 1 can beef gravy; 1/, cup water; 1,12 cup
brown—sugar; 1 small lemon, thinly sliced; 3 table- ,
spoons cider vinegar; 6 ginger snaps, crumbled; 4
tablespoons raisins.
MALAYSIAN CRABMEAT"
For 6, melt 2 tablespoons butter. Add 1 tablespoon
curry powder. Stir over heat about 2 minutes. Addl
1 can chicken gravy, 1 can drained and rinsed bean '
sprouts, 2 cans (7 1/2 ounce) Alaska crabmeat cut into
chunks. Cook gently 10 minutes. Sprinkle lavishly
with toasted salted almonds.
A BUFFET DINNER PARTY
Cherry Tomatoes Cucumber Canapes
Little Eggs with Caviar





Immediate Macedoine of Fruits
CUCUMBER CANAPES ... Cut tender unpeeled
cucumber into quarter-inch slices., Spread with cream-
ed cottage cheese. Top with strips of Nova Scotia
salmon and garnish with capers
LIITLE EGGS WITH CAVIAR . . . Cut hard-
cooked pullet eggs into halves crosswise. Top each
with a spoonful of sour cream mixed with red or
black caviar, and place a bit of unmixed caviar on
top. Decorate with finely chopped parsley or chives.
MEAT BALLS IN SWEET AND SOUR SAUCE*
. . See starred recipe.
MALAYSIAN CRABMEAT** . . . See double-
starred recipe.
VIENNESE SEMOLINA PUDDING . . . Start
by soaking 1 envelope gelatin in 1/2 cup cold water.
Add 4 tablespoons quick-cooking cream pf wheat in
2 cups milk. Stir, bring to a boil, and Cook about 3
minutes until cereal thickens. Add the soaked gelatin,
1/2 cup sugar, 14 teaspoon salt. Cook and stir 2 minutes
longer. Off heat add slowly 2 well-beaten egg yolks.
Let stand in refrigerator while you whip till stiff
(separately) 1 cup heavy cream, 2 egg whites. First
fold in the cream, then the whites. This may be
poured into a shallow dish and set in the freezer for l
15 minutes; or poured into a well-oiled quart-size
ring mold and chilled for several hours. Garnish with
1 can large pitted Bing cherries. Serves 8.
HOUSE FOR SALE
1736 McMILLAN S. MEMPHIS
Brick, 2 Bedrooms, Living Room, Dining Room, FHA
Financed. Easy Terms. Owner. Shown by appointment.
Vacant.
525-1043 - 685-0952
Wilton Steinberg, owner of the Royal Arms, 2232 S.
Bellevue has opened a New Supper Club, "Steinberg's Mali-
bu House" located at 1404 Lyceum rd., the former location
of Tony's; three blocks south of Lincoln Park. The Malibu
House is a realization of Mr. Steinberg's long ambition
that has been in the making for five years. The interior
could be described as plush orange carpeting, comfortable
white baoths, and intriguing, indirect lighting and an atmos-
phere whicll gives the club a warm, cozy and intimate
feeling. California cedar paneling in the background and
off white draperies, birchwood 'paneling set off the front of
the club. The Malibu House has two separate dining rooms
plus a bar. Each dining room will be open daily to enable
BIRTHDAY PARTY GUESTS — Justina Poindexter, at left,
and her sister, Laneta Faye Poindexter, right, are shown
with girls and boys who attended their birthday party in
their home at Mg Peace rd. on Saturday, April 2, T h e
guests included Phyllis Shaw, Gretich Levy, Dell Miller.
Angle Stoud, Lyra Cole, Cynthia Sherrod, Jerry Norman.
Mr. Steinberg to cater to larger club parties, without being
disturbed by regular, routine business. All fixtures and
equipment are 100 per cent new. The menu ranges from
O st.r Rockefeller to Chateau briand, and from Lobster
Thermildor to all other sarieties of seafood including pizzas.
The whole emphasis is the best food and the best
service to keep thc public happy — where fast service is
going to build our business. AND THERE IS NO COVER
CHARGE. We also prepare food for parties, banquets,
luncheon, picnics and all take-out activities. No party is
too small and none too large. During the month of April
we will be open every night. For reservations call 946-9289,
942-4286 or 946-9120.
Jr., Patricia Geeter, Sharon Shaw, Darnell Norman, Yo-
landa Norman, Glen Burnett, Denise Jackson, Marge Bur-
nett, Josett Burnette, Jimmy Patterson and Debra Sherrod.








Whitewalls Only $2.00 More
750.14 Block
rube Type & Tax &
TIRE OFF YOUR CAR
PREMIUM WHITEWALL NEW TIRES











PRICES PLUS TAX 8, EXCHANGE—OTHER SIZES EQUALLY LOW PRICED
BUDGET TERMS—NO MONEY DOWN—WE HONOR ALL NATIONAL CREDIT CARDS
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The British Elections
In sweeping the Labor govern-
ment back into power with an
overwhelming majority, the
British electorate has served
notice that conservatism, either
in domestic or foreign affairs,
no longer suits the mood of the
British people.
There is no doubt of the char-
acter of the Labor triumph.
Prime Minister Wilson inter-
prets it as a clear mandate to
pursue, perhaps with greater
certitude and aggressiveness,
the policy he has been trying to
formulate ever since his as-
sumption of the premiership in
1964.
The days of struggling along
with a majority of three, as
the Wilson government has had
to do, are over. Two factors,
from our analysis, seem to have
contributed to Wilson's victory.
One of these was his stern
handling of the Rhodesian run-
away government, despite bit-
ter opposition by some influen-
tial members of the Conserva-
tive Party in the House of Com-
mons.
The other factor was the
prime minister's perseverance
in the effort to mediate the con-
flict in Southeast Asia, together
with his steadfast support of
the United States unpopular
stand in Viet Nam.
Though these issues were not
brought into the focus of the
campaign, they nevertheless,
were the silent psychological
motif that influenced the think-
ing of a surprisingly large ma-
jority of voters.
The opposition wanted to
make it appear that what was
at stake, above all, was Britain's
economic survival as a great
nation — her power to maintain
the standard of life of her
people.
The choice between the par-
ties was plain. It was between
one which, with all its short-
comings, still stood for indi-
vidual freedom and initiative,
for fair competition, for a prag-
matic approach to problems both
at home and abroad — and one
which stood for the dominance
of a paternalistic bureaucracy,
for an expansion of state mo-
nopoly, and for arbitrary inter-
ference with what is left.
Some of the conservative
British newspapers asked this
question in the last days of the
campaign: "Is Harold Wilson a
man to be trusted with a blank
cheek?" The question was final-
ly answered by the London Sun-
day Mirror:
"The man who is called to
lead the nation should again be
the leader of the Labour Party,
Harold Wilson, Mr. Wilson has
his faults. He has not been suf-
ficiently ruthless about the pain-
ful measures needed to put the
economy right; he is playing
party politics instead of states-
manship over the vital issue of
Britain's entry jilt() Europe; he
still dabbles in vague notions of
a military role east of Suez; but
he has displayed in the last
seventeen extraordinary months
the sheer grit, skill and deter-
mination to win through."
Alcorn College
The trouble at Alcorn A. and
M. College in Mississippi, where
violence has erupted over civil
rights, is to be regretted. The
students charge that the presi-
dent of the college has forbid-
den them to engage in civil
rights work on or off the
campus.
This prohibition has touched
off a series of -demonstrations
against the school edict.
Whether the allegations are
correct or not, the calling of
patrolmen and state troopers,
who used tear gas and bayonets
on the students, cannot be con-
doned on the ground of main-
taining law and order.
Such recourse to the police
power is in itself an incontro-
vertible admission of adminis-
trative weakness and incompe-
tence. When 2,000 students ac-
cuse the president of the college
of undue interference with their
right to participate in civil
rights demonstrations, such an
indictment cannot be dismissed
as the emotional outbursts of
disordered youths.
A Negro college president
should be the last one to deny
the right of students to show
concern about their constitu-
tional prerogatives.
The state of Mississippi,
where countless burnings of
homes and murders of civil
rights workers have gone un-
punished despite the identifica-
tion and subsequent indictment
of the accused, is not precisely
a classic example of the main-
tenance of law and order. The
Alcorn College students have
a right to let the world know
that they are in complete dis-
agreement with the state's
ruthless suppression of those
who voice their disapproval of
segregation, cross burnings and
murders.
It is obvious that the adminis-
tration of the college is pursu-
ing a course that accommodates
the mood and purpose of the
state's segregationist structure.
From the state, Alcorn gets a
portion of its income.
In these days of generous
federal grants to schools and
colleges, there is no excuse for
a Negro college head to kow-
tow to Southern segregationsts.
The sooner the Negro colleges
can get rid of the type of leader-
ship that compromises the
rights of its constituents, the
closer we shall be to the reali-












A Prayer For Chicago
Eternal God, our Father,
whose wisdom hath created us,
Thou whose eternity doth over-
arch our days and whose love
doth undergird our lives. We
thank Thee that out of the tur-
moil of man's struggle for jus-
tice and human dignity, Thou
has fashioned for our time and
our nation a creative and re-
demptive nonviolent movement.
Our hearts rejoice when we
think of the sometimes danger-
ous but often triumphant jour-
ney we have made along this
path in recent years. Through
the nonviolent movement, Thou
hest taught us anew that Thy
kingdom shall come; indeed
Thou haat taught us to work
and pray for its coming.
We thank Thee that today in
Chicago we stand at the gate
of a new understanding of the
dimensions and depth of our
struggle with racial injustice in
this country; dimensions not
limited by geographic bound-
aries or adequately addressed
by civil rights laws; dimen-
sions clearly symbolized by de-
plorable conditions in schools,
housing and employment in this
great city.
We pause therefore to pray
earnestly and fervently for
Chicago, a beautiful city, set so
impressively by the majestic
waters of Lake Michigan, which
now finds itself in the throes of
a momentous social revolution.
The non-white citizens here
for years have walked through
the darkness of racial segrega-
tion and a nagging sense of no-
bodiness. have now seen a
great light, and with a sublime
scorn for risk and danger they
are moving for the bright morn-
ing of freedom and human
dignity.
Grant. oh God. that the pol-
itical leaders of this city will
respond to the legitimate dis-
content and rising expectations
of these people with creative
a n d imaginative programs
which will rectify the injustices
of the past.
In these rather turbulent
days when the problems of our
big cities are gigantic in extent
and chaotic in detail, instill the
4.0.e., • •
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leaders of Chicago with broad
understanding, penetrating vi-
sions, and unswerving dedica-
tion to the principles of freedom
and justice.
Help them to see that unless
socially constructive dams are
built to improve the lives of the
disinherited children of God,
the deep tides of agony and
frustration within the Negro
community will rise to flood
proportions. May the leadership
of Chicago rise to the lofty
heights of statemanship. Help
them to substitute courage for
caution and the socially relev-
ant for the politically expedient.
We pray especially for every
white citizen of this great city.
Instill in them an awareness of
the deep scars, the terrible hurt,
and the tragic disappointment
that segregation has inflicted
upon the Negro. May they,
through some powerful act of
justice, truly atone for the sins
they have perpetrated upon
their colored brothers. For those
who are still caught in the dark
valley of prejudice, we pray that
Thou will guide them to sunlit
paths of open-hearted good
will.
Save us from the patience
that would accept less than
first-class citizenship, but im-
bue us with a faith which the
forces of ill cannot dampen, a
hope that the long night of
struggle ahead cannot extin-
guish, and a creative and re-
deeming love that will enable UR
to continue our struggle non-
violently.
For all of us today — citizens
and public officials alike, white
men and black men, rich men
and poor men, learned men and
unlearned men. Protestants and
Catholic, Jews and gentiles —
we pray a greater vision of our
task in this city; to build to-
gether a city of justice where
none shall prey upon the weak-
ness of others, a city of plenty
where greerind poverty shall
he eliminated, a city of brother-
hood where success is founded
upon service, and an honor given





Joyce And Her 3rd Career
Not too many years back, a
lovely, dark-skinned night club
singer named Joyce Bryant, was
the rage of the entertainment
world. Vibrant, every inch a
star and equipped with a flair
for the dramatic, Miss Bryant
was sitting on top of the world.
She commanded top dollar for
bookings because she was what
showfolk call "hot".
Suddenly, a startling an-
nouncement was made. Joyce
Bryant was giving up 'her night
club career. Hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars worth of book-
ings were cancelled and the
headlines announced that Miss
Bryant would now devote her
talent to religion. Many people
believed this was just another
one of those publicity gimmicks.
But Miss Bryant, quietly, and,
with determination, (jeunched
her new career, singtng in
churches and auditoriums. All
the money she made, save
enough to furnish her a modest
living, she donated to the
Seventh Day Adventist Church.
She earned enough to build a
lovely temple for her denomi-
nation.
Today, Joyce Bryant stands
on the brink of a third, excit-
ing career. She has been work-
ing, studying, struggling and
sacrificing to enter the classical
concert and opera world. She
wants to go to Europe to round
out her talents and gain more
depth and knowledge and ex-
perience.
Some qualified people I know
say' she doesn't need this —
that she is now ready to hold
her own on any concert stage
with Miss Leontyne Price or
any of the great artists of the
day.
I know nothing technical
about such things. I do know
that Miss Bryant has a beauti-
ful and moving voice, rich and
sincere and the kind of talent
which brings tears to the eyes.
I know also that, as a person, as
a human being, she is a strong
and wonderful lady, dignified
and dedicated.
I hope someone with influence
will come to her aid in the strug-
gle that is ahead. I believe Miss
Joyce Bryant has something im-








Everywhere in America you
hear the same groans from the
parents, the teachers, and the
students. They are groaning
about the College Board Exami-
nations. They are too tough.
The students complain the tea-
cher did not prepare them. The
parents also complain about the
teachers.
It is true the student has a
Jaguar, but then so many of
his peers, as the PTA's have it,
own Sting-Rays and Corvairs.
It is true the student plays
football, but it builds character.
And he goes to the dances in his
own dinner jacket but everyone
must develop the social graces.
It's the teacher's fault! And
the College Boards are too hard!
And the applications for admis-
sion keep piling up at the schools
and a whole generation is pre-
pared for the psychiatrist's
couch. The parents, who are in
weekly shrink sessions with the
head men, will be succeeded by
their children.
The parents tell me Duke
only accepts 100 new students
a year so what chance does
their son have? He wants to go
there and he has earned all A's.
And indeed, in most cases he
has.
As our traffic, however, has
outgrown the city streets, our
high school boys and girls have
outgrown our educational sys-
tem. It takes literally years to
build a new college but the kids
keep coming on. And they know
without a college diploma they
haven't got a chance. The col-
lege diploma is a passport, a
visa to the middle class . . . to
life.
It's schizophreniaville for
hundreds of thousands of
parents and kids who live with
the Damocles sword of the Col-
lege Boards swinging above
them.
The logical answer may be
the community college. That
. . As;
way communities can guarantee
high school graduates an auto-
matic acceptance to some form
of higher education for at least
two years. Some students, of
course are of'such caliber they
can enter the great universities
immediately, but at least with
a community college the vast
majority of the others will be
spared anxiety and disgrace.
The community college will
give them all a chance to think
and plan without the harass-
ment of acceptance and without
the expense which can be a drain
on their parent's income, before
the kid even knows what he
would like to do.
Then the College Boards
won't be so terrifying. A million
or so students won't live in the
fear that the wrong pencil mark
beside a "true or a false" ques-
tion condemns or saves them.
And it won't all be the teacher's
fault whose concern rightly
should be instruction and not
the politics of college admission.
AH! WHAT A DILEMMA
The president of a college at
Fayetteville, N.C., told the press
he was distressed bY a new kind
of problem which had invaded
his school. Certain members of
the faculty were making passes
at the co-eds.
The president took the bull by
the horns and announced the
practice had to come to a
screeching halt because the co-
eds were threatening a demon-
stration.
It was unfair, asserted the
president, for grown-up teachers
to usurp the prerogatives which
belong to youth alone. There
are certain kinds of lessona
which faculty members had best
neglect




At girls in their classes.
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NEWLYWEDS AND BRIDAL PARTY—Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Thomas Braswell posed
with their bridal party immediately follow
ing their wedding ceremony at St. Thomas
Catholic Church, April 2. Standing with the
handsome young couple are bridesmaids, le
ft
to right: Miss Shirley Peace, Miss Janet
Braswell, sister of the groom and Miss
Sandra King. Groomsmen left to right are:




Miss Judith Naomi Anderson'
became the bride of Michael
Thomas Braswell in a Low
Mass ceremony with Nuptial
overtones Saturday April 2, at
St. Thomas Catholic Church.
The comely young bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Anderson, of 1399 Mel-
rose Cove. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Houston
T. Braswell, 1521 Gold.
The bride who was given in
marriage by her father, wore
a white wedding gown of silk
organza with Alencon lace ap-
pliques. The fitted bodice fea-
tured a scooped neckline and
Kabuke sleeves. Lace appliques
enhanced the bodice front as
well as the bell shaped skirt.
The full carriage back created
a chapel train. She wore a veil
which fell from a cluster of
roses and carried whiterarriiids.
The bridesmaids wore floor
length dresses of powder blue
organza with white eyelet trim.
Their dresses featured a scoop-
ed neckline and short sleeves.
Flowing back panels added el-
egance to the bell shaped skirts.
Their headpieces were blue cha-
pel veils.
The ceremony performed by
Rev. Theodore Weiser, 0. F. M.,
pastor of the church was sim-
I pie because of the Lenten
Season. There was a bouquet of
white gladiolas on each side of
the altar rail.
Omar Robinson, Jr., played
the organ and Miss Judy Os-
borne sang "Ave Maria," "Be-
cause," and "Calm as the
Night'' before the ceremony be-
gan.
The bride's mother wore a
mauve knit suit. Mrs. Braswell,
the groom's mother chose a tan
and lime dress.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, the
bride's parents feted them with
a reception in their home imd
mediately following the cere-
mony. Hostesses at the recep-
tion were Mrs. Frank Sims, and
Misses Paula Braswell, sister of
the groom and Denise Sims.
The bride is a graduate of
Father Bertrand High School
and is a student at Memphis
State University. The groom, a
graduate of Hamilton High
School, where he was a mem-
ber of the National Honor So-
ciety and Cadet Colonel of the
NDCC, is a student at Mem-
phis State University, a mem-
ber of Kappa Alpha Frater-
nity and a Major in the ROTC.
The couple is home
Melrose Cove.
at
ALPHABETTES' CHAMPAGNE LUNCHEON — The camerama
n caught this
view of fashionably attired guests attending the Alpbab
ettei Fashions with
Champagne luncheon in the ballroom of the Chis
ca-Plaza at noon April 9.
Shown standing closer to the camera are left to
 right: Joseph Westbrook,
President of Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter of Alpha Alp
ha Phi Alpha Frater-
nity and Charles Tarpiey, Vice-President. Mrs. Ther
on Northcross is President
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ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY — Membe
rs strike a congenial pose
around the swimming pool of the Chisca•Pla
za Motor Hotel where they held
their Southern Regional meeting April 7-9. 
More than one hundred delegates
registered for the coin ention which drew 
members from seven states: Tenn.
essee, Mississippi, Alabama, South Carolina, Florid
a, Georgia and North
Carolina. Lionel Newsom, General President of Alph
a Phi Alpha, Inc.. and
President of Barber Scotia College was one of the 
delegates attending the
convention.
Aiphas From 7 States Here For Convention
The Southern Region of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Incorporated, convened in the this convention.
Chisca Plaza Motor Hotel .1pril l Visiting dele
gates were ex-
Carolina. More than one hun-1 able to
 attend. Further words
of welcome were extended by
dred delegates registered for Bro. Joseph Westbrook, Presi-
dent of the host chapter, Alpha
Delta Lambda and .Bro. Atty.
7-9, and was represented byl tended a cordia
l welcome by H, T. Lockard, a member of
at 1399 seven states: Tennessee,
sissippi. Alabama, South
lina, Florida. Georgia and
PLANNING ELKS ORATORICAL CONTE
ST — Members of the Elks are seen
li - e planning for the annual oratorica
l contest to be held on next 
Sunday at
4 P•Ile. it tbe PITO Baptist 
church with Rev. P. L. Rowe as 
host. Seated from
left are Leotard Mitchell, dire
ctor of Education, Tennessee; M
rs. LIBle Scott,
secretary; Mrs. Jana Porter, 
chairman of Souvenir books; IA. Geo
rge Lee,
Mis-jthe chief administrative usia-I the Shelby County Court.
Caro-1 tent to Mayor William B. In -
who was ill and un- 
The delegates had a very pro-
North' gram fitable and enthusiastic session.
Alpha men heard such interest-
ing sad dynamic speakers as
Brother Lionel Newsom, Gener-
al President of Alpha Phi Alpha,
Inc., and President of Barber
Scotia College; Southern Vice-
President W. D. Branch of Bir-
mingham, Alabama; B r o.
George W. Gore President of
Florida A & M University; and
Bro. Atty. A. A. Letting, noted
Memphis attorney. Each of
these men gave the brothers
some very enriching, inspiring
and challenging ideas centered
around the theme: Alpha Phi
Apha, The Organization-The
Man-Their Role in the Great
Thrust Fodward." Bro. Law-
rence Young, National Execu-
tive Secretary of the fraternity
from Chicago, Illinois, gave a
report on the general status of
the organization.
The concept of the theme was
-further developed through a
series of enriching workshops
headed by Bro. Henry Collier,
Bro. Warren Davis, Bro. Moses
Miles, and Bro. Luke Chapman.
The topics of discussion were
Citizenship, Training. Educa-
tion, and Moral and Ethical
Values.
Other highlights of the con-
vention were the Round Robin
Caravan on Friday April 8, and
the r.iampagne Luncheon with
Fashions at high noon, Satur-
day, April 9, both sponsored by
the Alphabettes in honor of the
visiting Alpha wives. Mrs. The-
ron (Nell) Northeross is Presi-
detntets.of the Memphis Alpha-b
Initiating the expressions of
hospitality was the Round Ro-
bin, a closed affair for the Al-
pha wives. The Chairman for
this occasion was Mrs. Walter
(Dorothy) Evans. The caravan
originated in the lobby of the
China Plaza and made its
first stop at the lovely Lske-
view Gardens home of the
chairman where rum punch and
hot hors d'oeuvres were served.
The second stop was at the
beautiful and spacious home of
Mrs. Frederick A. (Margaret)
Rivers. Here, the main course
was served buffet style, The
r.,
grand commissioner of education; Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson, directress of edu
-
cation; Mrs. Bennie Smith, Mrs. Mora Townsend, and Mary Lou Washing-
ton. Standing, same order, are William Thomas, treasurer; Milton Montgom-
ery, Maurice Hulbert, Jack Armour, Frank Scott, grand marshal, Robert
Jaeksoa, Dudley Martin and Calvin Railings.
final stop was at the new and
very modernistic home of Mrs.
John (Joan) Johnson where
guests relaxed with dessert and
coffee. Visitors elatedly ex-
claimed over the beauty and
cleanliness of Memphis as well
as the splendor of the homes
they visited.
Saturday's activities which
were open to the public brought
forth a bevy of beautifully at-
tired ladies and handsomely
vroomed gentlemen at t h e
Champagne with Fashions
Luncheon featuring the dyna-
mic Mrs. Cleo Johnson of the
Cleo Johnson School of Model-
ing and Charm of Chicago, Il-
linois. Mrs. Johnson, who sim-
ply captivated the hundreds in
attendance at the Luncheon
brought with her two student-
models from her school. Com-
mentators for the fashions were
M r s . Anderson (Jeselphine)
Bridges and Mrs. Harry (Mo-
dene) Thompson.
Musical interludes were pro-
vided by Bro. Harold Brooks
and Mrs. Mertis Ewell with
Mrs. Carolyn Garner at the or-
gan.
Spearheading the luncheon
were Mrs. Charles (Lois) Tarp-
ley, General Chairman, Mrs. W.
0. (Jewel) Speight and. Mrs.
Fred (Margaret) Rivers, Co-
Chairmen of the Fashions with
Mesdames William (Glenneth)
Cross, Jacques (Julia) Wilmore,
Robert (Ruth) Lewis and W. W.
(Marian) Gibson serving as
wardrobe mistress.
Other Committee Chairmen
were Mrs. William (Evelyn)
Robertson, Mrs. James (Hattie)
Swearengen, Mrs. Joseph (Do-
rothy) Westbrook, Mrs. Edward
(Gladys) Reed. Mrs. Harold
Cynthia) Winfrey, Mrs. Willie
Gloria) Lindsey, Jr., Mrs. Lon-
nie (Melba) Briscoe, Mrs.
Thomas (Mavis) Doggett, and
Mrs. Mertis Ewell.
The convention was culmi-
nated with an elaborate form-
al banquet followed by a form-
al danoe in the Chisca Plaza
ballroom. The banquet w
very beautifully planned by the
committee headed by B r o .
George L. Robinson.
Much was accomplished at
this convention, chaired by Bro.
Charles Tarpley, who also
served as General Chairman of
the convention and Southern
Vice President W. D. Branch,
alternately.
Other Committee Chairmen
were Brothers Willie E. Lind-
sey, Jr., Public Relations;
Charles Patterson, Registra-
tion; Lonnie Briscoe, Souvenirs;
Harold Winfrey, Decorations:
Thomas Doggett a n d Harry
Thompson, Invitations; a n d
Walter Evans and Harold Win-
frey, Souvenir Booklet.
Alpha men left the meeting
with new insights and a great-
er awareness of two cardinal
purposes upon which the organ-
ization was founded — develop-
ing habits of good citizenship.
and fostering the concept of
freedom for all mankind. With
these founding principles in
mind, Alphas stand as citizens
supporting our national govern-
ment, all of its symbols of free-
dom, and the democratic pro-
cess.
Further, Alpha Phi Alpha
members commend and stand
beside any citizen who strives
to uphold the principles of de-
mocracy upon which this coun-
try was founded as they are
interpreted by our federal gov-
ernment, whether he be a citi-
zen in Georgia defending our
flag, a soldier fighting in Viet
Nam, or a Peace Corps man
serving in some remote village





School PTA, at 200 Joubert, is
sponsoring a "Spring Musical,"
Thursday, April 21, at 7:30 p.m.
The program promises to he
very entertaining and enjoyable.
The children of the school will
perform, along with special
guests and talent.
The public is invited. The pro-
ceeds will be used for educa-
tional materials for the school.
Mrs. Ester Clark is the gen-
eral chairman, Mrs. Ernestine
Clark. PTA president. and Mrs.
Eleanor Oglesby la the Princili
pal.
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DEBUTANTES OF 1965 — These eight young girls will be
among the group to be presented at the annual Debutante
Ball sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity on Friday
night, May 6, in Club Paradise. From left are Misses Edith
Green, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Green; Janet Tar-
brough, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lundy Yarbrough; Erness
D. Abron, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Abron, Laura
DEFENDER' SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1966
Harris, daughter of Mrs. Argusta Harris; Charlene Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson; Vannette Ish-
mael, daughter of Mrs. Calverta Ishmael; Rosie Thomas,
daughter of Mrs. Doreathea De Walt, and Patricia Turner,
daughter of Sgt. and Mrs. James E. Turner. This year's ball
will see some 541 girls bowing at the affair which highlights
the pre-graduation season. (Hooks Brothers Photo)
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By ERMA LEE LAWS
-We ought to bear at least one little song every day, read
a good poem, see a first rate painting, and if possible speak
a few sensible words.- Johann(Wolfgang Van Goethe.
BABY TALK! There's joy reigning in the home of JACKIE
and WILLIAM HAWKINS on FONTAINE DRIVE. Their first
born, a son, WILLIAM J. HAWKINS, JR., made his arrival
April 5, at E. H. Crump Hospital. Proud poppa has been
passing our cigars to his co-workers at Porter Jr. High.
Congrats to: LEV WILLIAMS who went down to his home
town of Columbus, Miss., over the Easter-weekend to claim as
his bride, MISS BARBARA DAVIS. Mr. Williams teaches the
VISUALLY LIMITED AT GEORGIA AVENUE SCHOOL. The
couple is at home at 1716 S. Orleans.
And to some newlyweds, JUDITH AND MICHAEL BRAS-
• WELL who're Memphis State students.
Felicitations also to H. A. GILLIAM ‘kho was principal
speaker at a Recognition Banquet of the NATIONAL IN-
SURANCE ASSOCIATION in DETROff. He's President of
the NIA. you know. His wife, LEOLA accompanied him to
Detroit and looked quite glamorous in the MICHIGAN
CHRONICLE, our sister paper.
BEN BLAKEY is on a new
Accessor's office.
TSD's ace photographer, ERNEST WITHERS, is in the "In
CROWD," and with the in people toot We read CONGRESS-
MAN GRIDER'S letter to Ernest where he said VICE-PRESI-
DENT HUMPHREY called him the best photographer he'd ever
—sten and now GOVERNOR CLEMENT says its always good
to be in his company. Of course we at TSD are sharing the
reflected glory.
When we mentioned JULIE SAVILLE last week we didn't
know she was on the DEAN'S LIST at BRANDEIS UNIVER-
SITY. She's the daughter of BETTY and DR. A. F. SAVILLE
and of course one of our HONORARY CO-ETTES.
OWEN COLLEGE DRAMA CLUB placed fourth in the South-
western Tournament at Jackson State College, Jackson, Miss-
issippi. MISS MARGARET DIXON is President of the thespian
group, which is under the direction of MRS. ESTALYN ROSS.
instructor of Speech and English at Owen.
EDWARD S. HUBBARD of Los Angeles, and son of Mr.
and MRS. WALTER L. HUBBARD, SR., on Edmondson was
honored by the NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
making the MILLION DOLLAR ROUND TABLE. Glad to hear
- of a home town boy making good!
HARPER BREWER who teaches at Lester High and his
cousin ROBERT BREWER have gone into IkAiness together.
its Brewer's Delivery Service. Congrats to the enterprising ,
it's BREWER DELIVERY SERVICE. Congrats to the enter-
prising young men!
BLUFF CITY VISITORS: MISS FATE HERSHAW, retired
WASHINGTON, D.C. school teacher was in the city last week
and spent the day with MATIE SENGSTACKE. She is a friend
of WHITTIER'S sister, MRS. FLAURENCE SENGSTACKE
COLLINS of Chicago, from FISK UNIVERSITY days. After
graduating from Fisk the two matrons traveled in Europe to-
gether and lived abroad for awhile.
Miss Hershaw, who has travelled around the world is a The Hiawatha Art and Social
lecturer arid author of several books. She and Mattie had Club is having its second an.
nual "Jeweled Tea,' Sunday,
April 24, at 5:00 p.m. in the
Flora Wedding Chapel at 731
Vance ave.
Gwen looking very attractive in pink, carried out the
Mexican theme with dinner, the speciality of the bouse, en-
chiladas, tacos and the works — Mexican that is, the gifts
were also working with the theme, straw bags, Faberge's
Straw Hat ensemble in the straw box that has many useful
purposes, pa curls and other et ceteras, Straw Hat cologne
and what we thought was just plain ingenious, tickets to the
Delta's Breakfast for Milady attached to a Mexican figurine.
Senoras "Hitting the bull's eye" were CENETA QUALLS,
who played so well that she could leave a wee bit early





Not going empty handed were Sophisticates whose tele-
phone numbers when added up gave them a "winning score,"
DOT McDANIEL, whose warmth and sincerity is refreshing;
BERNICE BARBER, MARGARET RIVERS, looking pretty
in a gold and beige suit; DOROTHY WESTBROOK,and guests
EARLINE MOBLEY, who created the sombrero tallies and
score card; and MELBA BRISCOE.
Fannie West hostessed the FLAMINGO BRIDGE CLUB at
Mrs. Cain's and gave pastel blouses as prizes.
Winners were REO JACKSON and JEAN YARBROUGH.
Vying for pretty gifts and enjoying the evening's fun were
ELEANOR CURRIE, VERA STEVENSON, WARLIESE
BORNE, CHESTINE COWAN, BERTHA DILLARD, VERA
CLARK, JESSIE PRESLEY, WILMA CAMPBELL and MARY
ROBERTSON.
WARREN HAWKINS, decided to 'kill two birds with one
stone,' oh my goodness couldn't I think of anything better
than that, well anyway back to the subject, entertained the
COBRA and LaVOGUE BRIDGE CLUBS together at the TOP
HAT and TAILS CLUBHOUSE and had as her cohostess
WILLIE LOU JONES.
Also on hand to greet his mother's guests was EMMITT
L HAWKINS, JR., who was home on vacation from SUBIACO,
ACADEMY in SUBIACO, ARKANSAS. After four years away,
he's planning to attend college at home next year.
Gifts were summer blankets, pillow cases, bath sets, fin-
ger tip towels, dish towels and what have you to replenish mi-
lady's linen closet.
Excelling in bridge were Cobra members SADIE McCOY,
she's also a LaVogue; Jana PORTER, and ELIZABETH SHAW.
LaVogue winners were OTHELLA SHANNON, BERTHA JOHN-
SON, and LARSENIA CAIN. we almost forgot ALZORA HASTE
who was also a winner for Cobra.
Other Cobra members present were MAYDELLA REEVES,
MATTIE WARD, who is a member of both clubs and CHAR-
LESTEEN MILES. MARY NEELY, CORA SMITH, BEECH.
ER DOBBS and MARY BRADLEY, were the other members
present in the LaVogue.
Guests prize winners were SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW,
ANNIE SIMPSON, and BERTHA RAY.
Other ladies enjoying the piped in
Easter menu were ALMA BOOTH, JIM ELLA COTTON, BER-
NICE HOWARD, RUBY JACKSON, RUTH PARKER, CAR-
RIE SCOTT and SAMELLEN WILSON.
ROSA ROBINSON feted the AFO OFO BRIDGE CLUB Sat-
urday at the LORRAINE MOTEL. Sparkling stemware, wine
glasses, parfait glasses and goblets went to the holder of
lucky hands as well as silver serving spoons.
Club members who held lucky numbers were
"Ole" in delight over their laurels were





























BRINKLEY, ALMA BOOTH, and LEOLA GILLIAM. Other
members of the close knit group attending were AUGUSTA
CASH, WALTERINE OUTLAW, HARRIETT DAVIS, LILLIAN
CAMPBELL, SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW, MILDRED JORDAN,
RUTH BEAUCHAMP, MARIAN GIBSON and ETHEL TARP-
LEY.
Displaying their finesse in the game and taking home love-
ly gifts were HARRIETT WALKER, LOUISE WARD, and RUTH
COLLINS, sister of the hostess
Enjoying the relnxing evening were FRANCES HAYES,
CATHERINE JOHNSON, ADDIE JONES; LOUISE DAVIS,
ESTHER BROWN, ANN BENSON, CALLIE•STEVENS, who'd
been attending the Elementary School Principal's meetings,
breakfasting at the Rivermont, lungh at the Peabody and
dinner at the Lorraine; EMMA THOM JOHNSON, BETTY
BLAND, LESSYE SUGARMON, HELEN HAYES, MINNIE MAE
WOODS and ALTHEA PRICE.
When the LES UNIQUES BRIDGE CLUG' held their last
meeting they didn't play bridge but dyed eggs and prepared
Easter baskets at the home of BETTY ROUNDS.
Seventy five baskets were given to the children of KEEL
SCHOOL to the joy of the children and the feeling of gratification
of members of Les Uniques who experienced the greatest joy
of all, that of giving.
Les Uniques making pretty designs on the ggs were
RUBY PURDY, DORIS TUNSTALL, MYRA WILSON, ROSE
CAVINESS, LILLIAN HAMMOND, AMANDA BATTLES, and
JERRY WILLIAMS, who is now recuperating in William
Bowlds Hospital; CAROLYN PURDY, BARBARA JACKSON,
DORIS COOPER, EVELYN VAVASSEUR, BOBBY BULLARD,
OLIVIA STONE, JOANN OSBORNE, ARNETHA VANPELT
and DANESE WELCH.
It was time for NELL NORTHCROSS to entertain the
DEBONAIR SET BRIDGE CLUB and that's what she did at
her South Parkway home Saturday night.
Assisting her sister in receiving was HELEN COOK, the
sweet one. What with summer coming 'Us for sure these
femmes were lucky. ALICE KILPATRICK, won glamorous
sun glasses and a beach hat to boot! Guest winners whose
prizes were the same as club prizes were RUTH LEWIS, and
RUBY JEAN LEWIS. LILLIAN HAMMOND'S consolation prize
was a smoke ring and they tell me that's what you call those
pretty scarves worn around dresses and suits.
Debonair members enjoying Nell's hospitality were VIVIAN
WILLIS, NEET WATSON, CECELIA WESTLEY, NORMA
GRIFFIN, GLADYS REED, ETHEL WYNN, PEARL GORDON
and HELEN BATTS.
Guesting and enjoying cocktails and dinner were NINA
BRAYON, MARGARET RIVERS, JEWEL SPEIGHT, LOIS
TARPLEY, EVELYN ROBERTSON, ELENE PHILLIPS,
DOROTHY TUGGLE, MILDRED WILLIAMS and MARY
ETHEL. JONES.
MRS. MARIE L. ADAMS, lavishly entertained the PHYL-
LIS DHEATLEY CLUB Thursday evening in her stately home
at 373 Boyd.
These ladies don't play bridge but always think of some
unique games for which prizes are awarded and winning the
club prize was MRS. LULA POPE. MRS. ETHEL TARPLEY
was winner of the guest prize. Both prizes were enchanting
fragrances.
Ladies of the club partaking of the delectable turkey dinner
were Mesdames ANNABELLE ALLENE,, HATTIE BRAITH-
WAITE, AUGUSTA CASH, who is President; HENRIETTA
CRAIGEN, EMMA L. CRITTENDEN, MARIAN GIBSON,
LEATH JONES, LILLA LEWIS, ELEANOR OLEGSBY, AL-
THEA PRICE, ISABELLE ROULHAC, MAMIE WILLLIS and
Misses MAME BELL, ISABELLE GRENLEE and ALLISON
VANCE.
BEVERLY SMITH and MATTIE TAYLOR were hostesses
to the Rubiayat Social Club at the Flame when they discussed
a talent show to be presented at the Tennessee Psychiatric
Hospital on the 28th of April.
In on the planning for this show were HELEN GREEN,
LORENE BUFORD, GLORIA WARD, HAZEL WARREN, PEG-
GY COX, BETTYE PAYNE, DORIS BUCHANAN, CLARA
PARKER, JEWELL NORMENT, EVELYN VAVASSEUR,
GLORIA YOUNG and EVELYN MAYS.
Hostesses to the Saturday Luncheon Group, when they met
were Mesdames DOROTHY WESTBROOK, DOROTHY JOHN-
SON, MATTIE SENGSTACKE, MONA LEVITCH and MARY
KAYE TOLLESON in whose home they met on E. Park-
way N.
Hostesses for P111 DELTA KAPPA SORORITY at their
meeting Saturday afternoon at the Four Way were MRS.
OTHELLO SHANNON and MISSES CORNELIA SANDERS
and HARRY MAE SLMONS.
MEANDERINGS: A note of sadness struck in the Lindsey
family and they had to fly to Los Angeles for the funeral
of their aunt MISS JOSIE SUMMERISE, who was a fomer
Memphian. Taking the flight out were MR. and MRS. WILLIE
E. LINDSEY, JR., MR. and MRS. WILLIE E. LINDSEY, SR.,
MRS. HARRISON SUMMERISE and MRS. LOUISE CLOYD.
Ran into MARGARET ANN and DR. ODIS STRONG while
they were de-planing at Metropolitan Airport the other
Sunday. She was looking sun bronzed with one long braid over
her shoulder while he was attending to whatever needed to
be attended to. The handsome young couple where fast
becoming world travelers was coming from a fabulous week-
end of sun and fun in OCHO RIOS, KENSINGTON and MEN-
TEGO BAY, JAMAICA, you remember they toured EUROPE
last summer. Prior to this Jamaican jaunt, they had visited
his mother in South Bend, Indiana, who is recuperating from
an operation.
Recent guests of JUNE and ARVIS LATTING were several
MEHARRY MEDICAL students, Marvin Lett, who was with
Arvis at Fisk; ROBERT BRAZELTON, of Detroit, CLIFF
WHITWORTH, Roanoake, Virginia; ARTHUR BOWMAN, Bir-
mingham, Alabama; GORDON WILKINS, Charlotte, North






















































YoPire in the Pepsi generation!
post, he's now in the Tax
lunch with MRS. WILLIAM (MARY KAYE) TOLLESON. The
visitor was very impressed with the beauty of our fair city.
GERTIE and ROY CHEATHAM and ROY JR., were here
from ST. LOUIS visiting his parents MR. and MRS. WILLIE
CHEATHAM on Gillis Road.
Roy is a graduate of BTW High school and Lincoln Univer-
sity School of Journalism.
MRS. MARY WALKER, wife of DR. C. J. WALKER, of
Nashville was here for the TEA meeting. She's a member
of the Executive Council and while here visited her son and
daugher-in-law DR. JOHN and NEDRA JORDAN on Worthing-
ton. Of course, she enjoyed the antics of her little grandson,
John.
DR. MARJORIE LEE BROWN is home for a rest under
doctor's orders visiting her parents, MR. AND MRS. LAW-
RENCE LEE on Mississippi. She's on leave from NORTH
CAROLINA COLLEGE and has been doing research at COLUM•
BIA UNIVERSITY in the field of Mathematics.
JOHN H. JOHNSON of JOHNSON PUBLISHING COMPANY
was here the other week in the interest of Supreme Life In-
surance Company. He's vice-chairman of the Board of Di-
rectors of that company.
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY students who were here on spring
break and have returned to the campus are ERNEST BELL,
JR., nephew of MRS. MARIE ADAMS and MISS MATTIE
BELL, who had as his guest. KENNETH WALKER of St. Louis,
01110 SAWYER. JR.. son of MRS. OTHO SAWYER and DON
COOK.
MICHAEL RANKINS, son of DR. AND MRS. R. E. RAN-
KINS, of HOLLY SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPI and his guest
RICHARD COLEMAN from ST. LOUIS have also gone-hack
to the Jefferson City campus.
And SALLYE JUNE BOWMAN, daughter of MRS. J. C.
BOWMAN has returned to HOWARD UNIVERSITY and her
brother CARL is hack at MOREHOUSE.
ON THE BRIDGE CLUB CIRCUIT: GWEN POSTON chose
the LA FONDA RESTAURANT to entertain the SOPHISTI-
CATES BRIDGE CLUB last Thursday evening and the MEXI•
CALI ROOM was the setting.
Tea Is Planned
For LeMoyne
The tea is being given to be-
LeMoyne College. Hiawa-
tha Club made its first eon:j
tribution to LeMoyne last year
after its first annual Jeweled
Tea.
There will be door and other
miscellaneous prizes of jewelry
given to the guest. The public
is invited
Mrs. Zona Ward is the chair-
man of the ways and means
committee, Mrs. Ethel Venson,
chairman of the tea, and on
her committee are Mrs. Mildred
Crawford, Mrs. Willa Briscoe,
and Miss Annie Lee Thompson.
Mrs, Winnie L. Hill is the club's
president.







482 S. Perkins Ext.
VANCE AVE. BEAUTY SALON
582 VANCE AVE. PHONE IJA 7-5425
"AIDELAIDE IS HERE"
Featuring The Ultimate In Hair Care
•
Inez Anderson


























































SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1966
SARAH BROWN DELEGATES — Delegates
of the Sarah Brown branch of the YWCA
are shown looking over the itinerary before
leaving for the national YWCA Conference
In the Southern Region held in Atlanta April
14-17. Seated from left are Miss Barbara
Neal, Miss Joyce Blackburn and Mrs. Addle




More than 500 members of the
Young Women's Christian As-
sociation from 13 states met in
Atlanta, Ga., April 14-17 for the
National YWCA Conference in
the Southern Region.
Attending from , the Sarah
Brown Branch were the follow-
ing Mrs. 0. C. Crivens, mem-
ber of the Committee on Ad-
ministration, Miss Joyce Black-
burn, Vice-president of B. T.
Washington Y-Teen Club, Mist
Barbara Neal, Teen-Age Pro-
gram Director and Mrs. Addie
G. Owen, Branch Executive Di-
rector.
Theme of the conference was
"For Such a Time As This."
In "Tours with a purpose" par-
ticipants saw first hand such
programs as Economic Oppor-
tunity- Act Projects, areas of
urban renewal in a relatively
complete stage, blighted areas
to be renewed and inner city
church-sponsored projects.
Miss Nita Barrow, vice-presi-
dent of the World YWCA from
Antigua, West Indies, was the
featured speaker. She brought
to the conference a world-wide
perspective and a challenge for
the work ahead of the YWCA
here and around the world in
relation to the deepest needs
of the day.
Miss Barrow currently en-
gaged in a special research
program for the World Health
Organization, aimed at evolving
a practical training curriculum
for nurses in the Caribbean
area. In 1950, she was 'appointed
the first principal nursing offi-
cer in the ministry of health
in Jamaica and prior to her!
present work had served as a
president and executive com-
mittee member of the Jamaica
General Trained Nurses Asso-
ciation. She has been a mem-
ber executive committee of the
World YWCA since 1955.
Also highlighting conference
presentations in Atlanta as well
as in the other regional YWCA
meetings across the U. S. this
spring was a report from the
national commission to Study
the YWCA as a Christian Move-
ment. The Commission's report,
which earlier this year was
placed before the National
Board of the YWCA of the
U. S. A., was reviewed by con-
ference delegates in concert
with Commission members in-
cluding the chairman, Miss Li-
lace Reid Barnes, of Lake For-
est, Illifl3, according to Miss
Eileen Muir, Southern Region
eorrelator.
NEED MONEY? 1
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Istoto Loon




$ 300.00. $ 12.90
11,000.00 $ 23.70
$1, 500. 00 $ 34.50







ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's letter to
hrrow At a lank"
In its study, authorized by the
1964 national convention of the
YWCA, the Commission i s
working with individual and or-
ganization leaders to determine Sr.,- were honored during a 70th
what it means in philosophy anclIbirthday dinner given for them
practice for an organization toirecently at the home of their
be both Christian and open to daughter and son--in-law, Mr.
all women and girls in corn. and Mrs. Robert Savage of 3646
munities with widespread reli-
gious pluralism and many per-
sons of no faith.
The Commission's final re-
port, based on findings from
this spring's conferences as well
as earlier consultations, will go
to the 1967 national convention




Mr. and Mrs. Emitt Suggs,
Democrat rd.
Attending were their 10 chil-
dren, along with wives, hus-
bands, grandchildren and great'
grandchildren.
Among their children present
were Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Suggs,
Mr. and Mrs. Step* Edley,
tion. Rev. and Mrs. William Suggs,
Mrs. Lloyd J. Mart 
Mr. and Mrs. Emitt Suggs, Jr.,
i, presi-
Mr and Mrs. Theodore Brown,dent of the YWCA of the U.S.A., •
Rufus and Miss Edith M. Lerrigo, 
Suggs, Miss Elizabeth
gen-
eral secretary of the YWCA Suggs, Thomas Scruggs of De.
were conference leaders w it hAroit, and Clinton Buggs of
Mrs. Henry R. Bourne, of Dan- Nashville.
vile, Virginia, chairman for the
Southern Region and Mrs. L. Mr. and Mrs. Suggs have 22
Eugene Adair, of Norfolk, Vir- grandchildren and 14-great-
ginia, chairman of the confer- grand children.
ence.
Among the friends of the fam-
Besides Georgia, there were
YWCA representation from the ilY on hand for the celeivation
following southern states: Tex-were Mrs. Climmie Payne, John
as, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Loui- Wayne Sizer, Mr. and Mrs.
siana, Kentucy, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
and Florida.
Joseph Brown, Mrs. Marie
Stokes, Mrs. Beulah Towner and
Jesse James Walton.
HAVEN'T TRIED SMIRNOFT?
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?
What! You haven't discovered Smirnoff with orange juice,
with tomato juice, with 7-Up* in the Smirnoff Mule? Try a




It leaves you breathless 
ganza in
Proceeds from the affair will
go to the club's scholarship
fund, and will provide a 1966
graduate of Booker T. Washing-
ton High school with a scholar-
ship.
The narrator for the evening
will be Mrs. Wilhelmien Lock-
ard, with Miss Shirley Thomp-
DEFENDER Pas* 9
Club '46 To Show
Fashions At Tea
Members of "Club '46" will
present a benefit tea and fash-
ion show in the LeMoyne Gar-
 '
son of Booker T. Washington
serving as pianist.
Also participating will be the
The Sky Is The Limit
For Air Force Nurse
Hundreds of young patriotic
women about to complete the
requirements for careers in
nurshing are asking themselves,
During the past 10 years, more
'than 3,500 women have earned
the silver wings of a flight
Inurse. They are credited with
ject, without obligation, by
talking with an Air Force rep-
resentative in Room 38 af the
Federal Building at 167 N. Main,
or by calling 5.14-33.51.
Stage Actor
Sunday,dens 
April 24, from 4 tO 6 p.m. The "Shall it be Air Force nursing, the outstanding and enviable Signed Forhigh stepping drill team of Le -
theme will be "Spring Extrava-1Mayne college under the direc-
I or nursing as a civilian?" 'record of haTing evacuatedFashions". tion of Miss Loretta Glover. 
difference between military and successfully from theaters of New Movie
Fundamentally, there is no more than a million patients
civilian nursing. Air Force war and global bases in the Broadway actor George Grlz-
nurses, in general, perform the
same duty as that carried out
by civilian nurses, with the ex-
ception of the ones in flight
narsing, and those in the Space
Program working with the
astronauts.
Fashions will range from
teens to adults. Among the mod-
els will be Joyce Simpson, Pa-
tricia and Jacqueline Knight,
Wendolyn Wooten, Lametra Kel-
ly, Judith and Phyllis Tillman,
James Banks, William Hebrum,
Mrs. Laverne White and Miss
Alice Faye Harmon.
TYPEWRITING WINNERS — During a re-
cent typing contest at Melrose High school
for first year students of typing, these three
girls ranked first among the 30 persons par-
ticipating. From left, receiving awards, are
Misses Shirley Stokes, second place winner;
Dr. R. W. Jennings, chairman of the busi-
ness education department at Memphis State
university, who presented awards; Emily
Brown, first place winner, and Vertice Scott,
third place. The project's purpose was to
stimulate interest in business. Judges includ-
ed four senior and graduate students from
the MSU business department. Business
teachers participating were Mrs. C. T. Suggs,
chaiman; Miss M. L. McDowell, Mrs. H. M.




At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year
ONLY 2095
If you want to do ell your CAVI1 IthildItg, the 4-Opted it
(Or you. Fairlarte's optional 4-.peed manual transmis-
sion (available with V-8's) is fully synchronized with
higher numerical rum in lint gear Gives (tot takeoff
from standing start. Floor-mounted shift lever has posi-
tive revene-gear lockout.
Spade with the Tabun. CITA V new Sport -Shift
Crnise.04datic Drive, which permits both manual
ardarstornatie shifting. Ter manual gear changing, oco,
iddittkoer lock to Leo (1) and ups/tilt through 2nd
(2) rod into High or Delve (D). Fee folly automatic
Whim, risigifiroor Irvin to Drive and gol
FAIRLANIS FAIRLAPIES FAIRLANRS
Finance Plan 10 ht Everyone's',Pocket
$59" DOWN $59" PER MONTH
A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only







The flight nurse aboard a
giant jet hospital plane has the
same authority as does a staff
nurse in 11 hospital.
Nurses who volunteer for duty
in the U. S. Air Force are sent
to the U. S. Air Force School
of Nursing at Brooks Air Force
Base, Texas, where they are
taught the theory and practical
care of the sick and wounded
in flight.
Then they will live by the
"Flight Nurse's Creed," which
says in part: "I have taken
a nurse's oath, reverent in man's
mind because of the spirit and
work of its creator, Florence
Nightingale . . . called 'The
Lady with the Lamp.'"
During flights, the nurse is
part of a team which includes
flight surgeons and surgical
technicians, and receives addi-
tional pay while traveling to
exciting places all over the
globe.
Young nurses may receive
further information on the sub-
lard has been signed for a co-
starring role in Paramount Pic-
tures' suspense-drama "Warn-
ing Shot," currently before the
cameras in Hollywood with Da-
vid Janssen starred.
Grizzard, who has appeared
An many leading dramalie pro-
grams on television, scored per-
sonal triumphs on Broadway in
"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?" and "The Glass Mena-
gene" and in the film version
of "Advise and Consent."
What's New?
The corn pleat barbecuer
might investigate a piece of
equipment that makes outdoor
shish-ka-bobing easy. It is a
four-sided frame that holds four
skewers.
It's meant to rest atop any
barbecue grill and the manu-
facturer says it will work for
marshmallows as well as meats.
MRS. L. B. ROBY
The women of the Salem Gil-
field Baptist church at Crump
and Florida will observe annual




speaker, at the 3
will be Mrs. Lu-
cendia B. Roby of Birmingham.
Mrs. Roby is a member of
the Zeta Phi Beta sorority, a
principal in the Birmingham
school system, belongs to the,
NAACP, and is superintendent!
of the Sunday school and organ-
ist of the Friendship Baptist
church.
Mrs. M. E. Fisher is chair-
man of Women's Day, and Rev.




BrItith elernenkrry schools ere
geared ter the top-tevel Ardent.
Tiwir ATIttiall% unmanlier, pre-





NEW YORK — (UPI) — Bert
Rose, a Long Island bandlead-
er, was convicted by a federal
court jury on 00 counts of crimi-
nal copyright infringement Of
popular songs.
Rose was charged with pub-
lishing a "fake" book, which
contained about 1,000 popular
songs without getting permis-
sion from the copyright hold-
ers. According to federal prose-
cutors, the books allegedly were
worth $1.6 million but cost Rose
only $81,500 to print.
. HANDY MAN DISTRIBUTORS
293 Carbon Road
"leaky Faucets Cost Money"
Stop Drip sio"s"
411161111"
If you haven leaky faucet, why not reduce your wet;
bill by ordering a Handy Man's Adaptable Faucet
Seal. Guaranteed to last longer, anyone con fix a
faucet.
• Fits all standard faucets
• It's easy with handy man's adaptable seals
• Better design for better results. A set of 6
seals for only $1.00
ORDERS WILL BE FILLED BY RETURNED MAIL
r — — —
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MELROSE COPS CIVITAN TITLE
Coach Jesse Wilburn led his state champion Melrose track
team into last week's Civitan Relays to atone for a poor show-
ing in the meet in 1965, with a stronger Golden Wildcats' aggre-
gation. There wasn't any question of the Melrose superiority as
the Orange Mound thincladders swept all the relays and the 100-
yard dash to compile 48 points for the high school division
championship in the ever-growing Civilan Relays last Saturday
afternoon at the Fairgrounds.
Melrose had to share the spotlight with the most outstand-
ing college and university field in the history of the Civitan.
Gigantic Randy Matson of Texas A & M, who has tossed the
16 pound iron ball in excess of 70 feet, was a big crowd favorite.
Matson won the shotput with a record heave of 63 feet. The
6-6 Texan dropped his first collegiate discus throw when his
chief competitor in the shot, Jon Cole of Arizona State, hurled
the wooden plate 185 feet, 8 inches for another record.
The Univeristy of New Mexico brought a crack relay four-
some that breezed to victories in the 440 and 880 relays. Rene
Matison, who has anchored the Lobos' 440 foursome to a few
seconds shy of the world record, breezed to a record 9-5 win
in the 100. In the college division, Murray State successfully
defended its Civitan century crown by crossing the finish line
with the same clocking as Matison.
Wisconsin's 131g Ten champs used their 22 man team to pile
up points in almcst every event to win the university crown-with
78 paints. Memphis State was a distant second.
HURD PULLS MUSCLE
Tough luck was the fate of Bill Hurd of Notre Dame as the
Manassas graduate, trying extremely hard before the home
crowd to show the form that made him a sensation during the
indoor season, stumbled and took a nasty spill about 30 yards
from the tape in the college freshmen 100. Hurd was about
five yards out front when he pulled up lame. To give you an
idea how swiftly the Notre Dame yearling was traveling, Kim
Piersall of Furman won it in record tying time of 9.9
Records fell like falling rain, particularly in the collegeI
division where 13 marks were erased from the books. EachI
record was followed by the setting off of a bomb. The fine
field of thincladders kept bombs bursting in the air and many!
of the 2,500 who witnessed the finals of the two-day track and
field carnival, wondered whether they had been to a July 4tb
fireworks show.
Eastern Kentucky Coach Connie Smith told a small group'
at the pre-meet scratch meeting at the Holiday Inn, Midtown,
that he had eight half milers who could travel the 880 yards
in less than 1:50. Asked how he managed to recruit that kind
of talent, he jovial mentor said he looked for colored kids in
the sprints and for the distance races, he chose white boys.
' I treat them real good," Smith added. The Richmond, Ken-
tucky team walked off with the college division crown. Those
fine distance men that Smith had boasted about were as good as
their coach had billed them. Eastern won the four mile relay,
distance medley and the spirit medley.
Despite finishing third, Oklahoma Christian College led the
assault on the records in the college division, touring the mile
relay n 3:14.8 886 in 1:26.5, add the 440 quartet turning in a 41.6.
In addition, Dickie Gray upped his long jump record to 25 feet
four and a half inches.
MELROSE MAKES SWEEP
In the runing events, Melrose was pushed only in the 880
relay. However, Charles Jaskson of Booker T. Washington, took
the heat off when he dropped the baton coming in for the sec-
ond handoff, leaving the Golden Wildcats all to themselves to
set a record in 1:31.3. Washington trailed Melrose with 27 points,
followed by Christian Brothers with 18. Manassas was in fourth
after scoring 17 and one-half points.
Melrose 440 relay team equalled its record of 43.8 which
was set in the preliminaries. The mile relay record of 3:28.4,
was tied and the sprint medley got a new mark of 1:35.5. RickeyI
Tate, William Evans, Thomas Strickland, Eric Wilburr. and
Harold Barringer were responsible for Melrose taking home
all the available trophies which numbered six; included among
the hardware was the top athlete trophy which went to Tate,
who tied 100 yard dash record when he won that event in 10
second flat. The well built sprinter anchored the Melrose rec-
ord setting 440 and trint medley relay teams.
Ohers singled out as the most outstanding were Matison
in the university division, Gray in the college group and Jim
Wilson of Oklahoma State in the freshmen section.
LESTER GRADUATES HONORED
Richard Jones and Charles Humphreys were tremendous
athletes at Lester in basketball and football respectively and
this pair kept up the pace in college. In a ceremony held at the
school last week, the jersey number 25, worn in basketball by
Jones and the number 50 worn by Humphreys on the gridiron,
were framed and permanently retired.
It was a fitting honor, and the Lester Athletic department
went all out to make the occasion a memorable one. Humphreys
went on to Tennessee State where the 260 pound star was chosen
on the All-American team at tackle. John Merritt. Humphreys'
coach at A dz I, sang his praises in a speech before an audience
that included most of the Prep League head coaches as guests.
Humphreys was one of the few two-way players on a A &I's un-
defeated team last fall.
Jones led all sophomores in scoring this season in the Big
Ten for Ulinois. Coach Harry Coombes thinks Jones has a
promising future as a basketball player. Coombes was in the
midst of the final days of the recruiting season, and was unable
to attend the program. Films of the Tennessee State-Ball State
Grantland Rice Bowl game and the Illinois-Michigan basketball
game were shown. Both athletes were deeply grateful and
obviously moved by the occasion.
TRUCKS: WE SELL, BSI I
FIX THE NOSIEST TRUCKS!
Geeter Students Win
Awards With Exhibits
Students in the science de-, and Emma
partment of Geeter High tehool
won six awards with seven pro-
jects entered in the recent
Memphis and Shelby County
Science Fair held at the fair-
grounds, and four other students
are to attend an Engineering,
Science and Humanities Semi-
nar at the University of Ten-
nessee in Knoxville April 28-30
as awards in a contest spvon-
sored by the United States Ar-
my Office of Research and the
University of Tennessee.
Winning a first place award
at the Fairgrounds with an ex-
hibit on assimilated refrigera-
tion were Frazier Guy, Mercury
Lewis and Emanuel Anderson.
Exhibits and students taking
second place awards were Sam-
uel Johnson, Larry Monger and
Larry Montgomery, miniature
weather station; Thomas Whit-
field, Calvin Wilson and Calvin
Alexander, Hero's heat engine;
Inez Reed and Clara Dixon, sex
hormones and chicken growth;
graphy.
Parker, chromato-
A third place award was giv-
en to Ernest Payne for an ex-
hibit on glue -sniffing.
The four students who will at-
tend the all-expense paid trip
to Knoxville later this month,
along with their advisor, Arnett
G. Montague, are Dolores
Brookins, Joyce Williams, Ma-
mie Townsend and Emma
Parker.
The accomplishments made
by the students at Geeter have
been noted following the up-
dating of facilities in t h e
school's laboratories.
In addition to Mr. Montague,
the science teachers are Leroy
Suttles, Ernest Johnson, and
Mrs. Mildred Johnson, associ-
ate biology teacher; Melvin T.
Watts is head of the junior
high science department.
T. J. Toney is principal of
the school, and Frank Phillips
is assistant principal.
WIN HONORS FOR GEETER — Students who have won
honors VI Geeter High school are seen here with members
of the faculty. On front row, from left, are Ernest Johnson,
teacher; Peggy Hall, Mercury Lewis, Lar r y Monger,
Samuel Johnson, Mamie Townsend, and Arnett G. Mon-
tague, teacher. On second row, same order, are Leroy
MSU Opens Practice,
Juciay's QB Spot Open
EAST LANSING, Mich. —
(UPI) — Michigan State,
which rose from the ranks as
a sleeper last year to Big Ten
and national champion, began
spring football practice yester-
day.
Coach Duffy Daughtery, no-1
t,ed for his quips, reminded
sports fans the team enters
practice with a one-game los-
ing streak this year, the 14-12
Rose Bowl loss to UCLA on
Jan. 1.
But the Spartans, called the
Jolly Green Giants last year,
still are expected to make a
strong title defense.
"The Rose Bowl is a strong
motivating fzetor, we'll try to
make our squad realize that
the conference championship
is incentive enough to play
Bow To 'Mudcati
No mention of pitching per-
formances in the American
League last season would bel
complete without a bow to Mud-
cat Grant, the Minnesota Twins'l
ace and World Series hero. Al—
though Grant's excellent 3.30
earned run average was still
not good enough to rank among
the "top 15" elite, he did lead
the Legaue in the important
departments of victories (21),
percentage .750, and shutouts
(6).
And Grant, who just turned
30 last August, can still be con-
siciered In the prime of his
pitching career.
just as hard as we did last
season," Daugherty said.
Eleven of the team's top of-
fensive and defensive players
will not be back to bolster the
Spartans this fall, including
quarterback Steve Juday and
All-America guard Harold Lu-
cas.
To give rise to a strong per-
formance in the Big Ten this
fall are returning end Gene
Washingto3, who owns nearly
all the school's pass catching
records, star halfback Clinton
Jones, sophomore fullback sen-
sation Apisa, defensive
back eGorge Webster and tack-
le Charles Smith.
Apisa, however, will be sit-
ting out spring practice be-
cause of knee surgery he had
this past winter on an injury
suffered near the end of last
season.
Tradition alone is against
the Spartans recording another
undefeated season and a sec-
ond straight conference title.
Daugherty recalls that of the
last 15 Big Ten teams to play
in the Rose Bowl, they aver-
aged a fifth place finish in the
conference the following sea-
son.
Also returning from last
year's team will be barefoot
place kicker Dick Kenny.
The Spartans must find a re-
placement for Juday from
amopg several quarterback
candidates, including roll-out
ace Jimmy Raye and fresh-
man passing artist and runner
Charley Wedemeyer.
Unless Apisa makes a
[ healthy return, the team now
is without a strong fullback
contender.
About 80 players, 24 of diem
lettermen, have been invited
out for the five-week spring
practice session.
Kenny, who is on the base-
ball team and Washington, a
hurdler on the track squad,




GROSSINGER, N. Y. — (UPI)
— Middleweight champion Dick
Tiger, who defends his title
against welterweight champ
Emile Griffith April 25, said he
wants a shot at light heavy-
weight king Jose Torres — win
or lose.
Tiger, of Nigeria, said his
American representatives, Jer-
sey Jones and Lew Burston,
have opened negotiations for a
Torres fight after Torres meets
Wayne Thornton.
Tiger said that after he re-
gained his middleweight crown
from Joey Giardello last Oc-
tober, Torres had told a dress-
ing room interviewer that he
could knock Tiger out. The Ni-
gerian said he has wanted to
meet Torres ever since.
Tiger and Griffith each box-
ed four rounds Friday and
more workouts Saturday for
their Madison Square Garden
bout. Both boxers took Sunday
off.
Suttles, teacher; Ernest Payne, Pamela Stark s, Melva
011ie, Larry Montgomery, Emma Parker, Clara Dixon,
Frazier Guy and T. .r. Toney, principal. On hack row, from
left, are Bonnie Walls, Inez Reed, Hoyt Wiley, Carolyn Har-
rison and Calvin Wilson.
HERFF
FOR SUMMER AVE.
Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers









in todav. and Test Drive the "Quiet" "Ones"Register For
30 FREE
Expense Paid Vacations-For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days
2450 SUMMER AVE. 458-1151
1 -1A0ILE T 'RCA  „, . 
RCA VICTOR 19-INCH TV
Ideal Second Set
Here's portable TV that's light in weigh+ but
big in performance. Cabinet is alrnost aN pic-
ture. It's the perfect personal portable with
a screen big enough for the entire family to
enjoy. Features 20,000-volt chassis (design av-
erage) powerful VHF end UHF tuners. RCA
Pan-O-Ply full-picture tube and Front-mounted -
speaker. One-se+ fine tuning automatically
"remembers" to give the best picture—set
it and forget it. And for utmost dependtbil-
ity—RCA Solid Copper Circuits.
CLOSE OUT DN All 1966 RCA VICTOR TV MODELS
Per+abh TV 
2-12-in. Portabl• TV 
3-14-in. Portable TV 
1-23.in, Console TV, C-31I3-S 





1-23-in. Console TV, OF-315-W 
1-23-1a. Comet* IV, CF-345-W 
1—Sfereo Radio Carob. Cereal. Maple, VFT-1141
I-194. Portable Color TV, now 
I-194a. Console Color TV, row 
11•1•11111•11•111111111
AN Carry FIAT Factory Warranty
%Of Ssrspiss and Demonstrators
sitnIM ?RAW
ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest








Now Only1.--Do Your Iloufrleol Whites Properly. bortoll
Yost Air CooNtl000r. Soll y•u Ito Prop*?
Air Couiliti000r You N•44-41.41 Combloo Alf
so Cloo hey-to-Pay Coorftest.
$ 38
WHY WORRY/ LET U
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-Oh, how I hate to get up in the morning
is a standard phrase for most of us. However,
while some of the "younger set" were in vis-
iting during Easter 
vacation, I learned
a new dimension in
speech as I listened 
to them "talk."
One of the young men had forgotten his tooth-
paste, and my son offered our STRIPE. Not
being familiar with the product or overjoyed
with the "unnecessary" task of toothbrushing,
he preferred to bypass this part of the morn-
ing's activities. But after some coaxing, he went
ahead, and upon finishing his comment was,
"This STRIPE is all right, and out of sight!"
Strange terminology, I must admit, but a
good way to describe the fresh, minty taste, ex-
tra cleaning power and eye appeal of STRIPE.
In fact, in a survey of hundreds of parents,
78% of the mothers who used STRIPE reported
their children not only were more willing to
brush their teeth with STRIPE, but also
brushed more often.
Although it may not enlarge your vocabulary
or get you a key rating from the "Jet Set,"
STRIPE can make brushing more fun for your
family, too.
Ill bet you were the grandest
lady in the Easter Parade ...
- charming outfit, chic hairdo...
crisp white gloves. But did you
know you could be the "grand-
est lady" every day, even while
facing dreaded household chorea
like dishwashing?
With new DOVE-FOR-
DISHES, the completely new
kind of dishwashing liquid that
makes washing dishes more
pleasurable, yon can. New
DOVE-FOR-DISHES brings
that famous DOVE mildness
right into your kitchen.
Although you cannot see it fly through your
window, you will be able to tell the difference
when you look at your hands. Those once rough,
unsightly hands will be soft and smooth.
Every drop of new DOVE-FOR-DISHES
has a skin-lotion ingredient built right in. New
DOVE is not only kind to your hands but also
kind to your dishes . . . gets them sparkling-
clean. In fact, DOVE-FOR-DISHES cleans so
beautifully and keeps hands so safe that Lever
Brothers unconditionally guarantees your sat-
isfaction.
So go ahead . . . start you a daily parade,
boast about how you can be the grandest lady
. .. chic and charming ... with gloved or "un-
gloved" hands.
"A good beginning always leads to a good end-
ing. . ." great advice for the bride-to-be. The
most important phase of your new life will be
preparing tasty, flavorful meals, and to do this.
you will need help.
Rushing to your rescue is IMPERIAL mar-
garine, the margarine that has "triumphant*
flavor. But there's even more to IMPERIAL
than flavor. This delicious margarine gives yen
corn oil, too. Yes, IMPERIAL margarine has
the polyunsaturated goodness of pure earn GE
added to other vegetable oils.
If the new groom likes good things to eat,
you can rest assured you will make a hit when
you try IMPERIAL I'll bet he'll like desserts
... try IMPERIAL for all your cakes and pies;
or maybe he'll be a bread eater ... it goes real
great on bread, rolls or muffins; and just
watch what he does to a steaming stack of
pancakes served with IMPERIAL. Ideal for
vegetables, too.
Get a bead start on
your marriage. Go to
your grocer and get the
package with the crown
on it . . . IMPERIAL
margarine. You will be
making the right start
toward a "triumphant"
marriage. .. thanks to
Lever Bros.
'More than the greatest thrill the world beg
known" will be yours when you try new Ad-
vanced "all." "all" is the detergent with new
brighteners, new whiteners and new cleaning
power.
This is great news for all homemakers...
what with summer coming, bringing its share
of mud pies from the baby, outdoor frolicking
from the girls, roughnecking from the hors,
and do-it-yourself projects from Dad.
Nights will be getting shorter and "wash.
days" longer, unless, of course, you take a tip
and try "all.* Advanced "all" eutcleans the
leading white detergent, outcleans the leading
blue detergent . . . in fact, "all" outeleane
them all!
Kids will be more relaxed because you will
not mind their playing. and Dad can get just
as dirty as he pleases in the yard. You will have
carefree attitude about washing because
"all's" famous controlled low
suds protect your washer as
well as your wash.
So just put new Advanced
"all" on your shopping list,
then put "all" in your washer
UI and enjoy the results. Ono,
this is done, your washday




Salad days are here again!
Of catiorse, salads are on the
menn year around, but the
main dish salad around which
meals are built usually comes
into its own during Spring.
These are the meaty salads
which need only a hot bread,
beverage and dessert to com-
plete the menu.
Sunglow Salad is one of the
simplest salads to put together,
because it's easy to assemble
the ready-to-serve meats which
may be purchased sliced and
need only to be cut in strips.
Either a sharp knife and cut-
ting board or a pair of kitchen
shears may be employed for
this purpose.
For supper or lunch or, a
warm night, serve it with corn-
bread squares, butter and.
orange marmalade, a bever-
age and ice cream or fruit for
dessert
Sunglow Meat Salad
6 to 8 ounces sliced salami,
cut in strips
6 to 8 ounces sliced bologna,
cut in strips
2. cups cauliflower pieces
1 green pepper, cut in strips
1 teaspoon finely chopped
onion
1/2 cup French dressing
1 cup orange sections
Lettuce
Combine salami, bologna,
cauliflower, green pepper, onion
and dressing. Toss lightly and
marinate in refrigerator 3 to 4
hours. Add orange sections.
Toss and serve on lettuce
leaves. 4 to 6 servings.
Ingenious Cook Makes
Unusual Beef Leftover
With all the abundant beef at
your meat counter these days,
your family menus are likely to
feature beef roasts and pot-
roasts often. And your refrigera-
tor is likely to reveal a few
leftovers to stimulate your
cookery ingenuity.
Making something, completely
different from the roast that
was served the first day can be
fun. A second-day dish that
draws praise from your family
certainly boosts your ego, too.











This Beef Puff recipe is par-
anteed to do just that, states,
meat recipe authority Reba
Staggs. , The cooked beef it
ground for a spread between
two slices of bread. This soaks
In a seasoned egg-milk mixture
and then bakes until golden an hour befor
e baking.
brown and puffy. Delicious!
BEEF PUFF
let stand in refrigerator at least
Grease a shallow 11x9-inch
baking dish. Combine meat, 1
teaspoon salt, pepper, parsley
and mayonnaise. Spread 4 slices
bread with butter or margarine.
Cover with meat mixture and
top with slice of bread Place
sandwiches in baking dish.
Combine eggs, milk 1/4 tea-
spoon salt and sage and mix
well. Pour over sandwiches and
Bake in a moderate oveTi (350
degrees F.) 45 minutes or until







You can't wear out a carpet
by too much vacuuming. mill
fact, frequent vacuuming re-1
moves sharp dirt particles that
do break down fibers.
CHURCH QUEEN — Mrs. Ruby
Swindler was crowned queen of
the Lake Grove Baptist church
during a service held there on
Sunday, April 3. Mrs. Swindler I
won the title in a contest with
five other persons. Rev. H. Rob-
Inson is pastor.
Here are a few suggestions
from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture on how to make
honey spreads and toppings and
use them to add variety to
meals:
HONEY SPREADS:
Make Swiss honey by mixing
equal amounts of whipped
cream, honey, butter, or mar-
garine. Serve on sliced fruit,
plain cake or cupcakes.
Make a honey spread by
blending together equal
amounts of warmed honey, pea-
nut butter, butter or margarine.
Serve or tcast or plain cake.
Serve honey as is, ( cold or
warmed), spread on toast, pan-
cakes, waffles, and other hot
breads.
HONEY TOPPINGS:
For fresh fruit, fruit salad,
fruit cup, or ice cream, top with
a drizzle of honey just before
serving. (Drizzle means to pour
on in a fine stream).
Whipped cream sweetened,
with honey makes a good top-
ping for plain fruit ice cream,
gingerbread or a gelatin des-
sert.
Top hot desserts with limey
hard sauce. To make it, blend
warmed honey with half as
much butter or margarine. Chill
and serve.
Rev. William Jones, invites alt
his friends to come by and see
our selection of 250 cars.
Cars from $50.00 to $6,500.
SPECIALS-66 Lincoln











MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5 014 POPLAR (At Mendeniiciti).
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
Chicken, Turkey, Beef, Meat Loaf,
Salisbury Steak, Mac. + Beef
11 OZ.
'With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
,volue of coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco olso •scluded in compliance with state (aw).
On• coupon per customise. Coupon •spieus.Wednesday,
'Noon, April 29.
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STUDENT NEA CHAPTERS MEET — Lane College at
Jackson was host to the four Tennessee student chapters•
of the National Education Association. The annual spring
meeting of the group also launched Teaching Career Month.
Wayne Bledsoe, seated, center, national associate vice
fKLAIRVOYANT' KLANSMAN?
'Dragon' Predicts Bloody Summer
tion of Alabama Political Or-
ganizations, set up by dill
rights workers who found the
Alabama than in the past 100 ed Alabama Atty. Gen. Rich-+, other group too conservative,
years. mood Flowers, a candidate forl also endorsed Flowers. -
Georgia Dragon Calvin Craig, governor, a "long, lanky red -
flanked by four members of the haired liar" if he denied ask-! I W
Klan security guard, lashed touting Klansmen for their support.
FT. PAYNE, Ala. — (UPI) — The spectators at the Klan mary.
The Grand Dragon of the Geor-cruiting rally came fm u Ala- Saturday night, the (.7.,/etiera-
gia Ku Klux Klan told 300 per- hams, Georgia and T
sons that there would be more Ernest Fortner, assistant
racial violence this summer in:grand dragon of Alabama call-
at the "government-controlled i Flowers, running hard as a Ki
press and news media" for call- racial moderate won the sup-
lug Klansmen "troublemakers port during the weekend of two
and nightriders." major Negro political organize-
"My definition of a Klans- tions—both of which claimed to
man," Craig said, "is a patri- control 200,000 votes.
otic red-blooded American who The Alabama Democratic
is willing to stand up for his Conference, in a convention at
country against the threat at Birmingham, endorsed Flowers
Communism." in the May 3 Democratic pn-
-- - -
president, addressed the young delegates and their advisors.
Seated at his left is Mrs. Irene Turner Barrentine, a Le-
Moyne senior and president of the state organization. Stand-
ing at far left are Mrs. L. S. Avant, advisor to the Lane
student group, and Mrs. Marie P. Roland, state consultant.
"SPRING INTO ORBIT" will be the theme
of the Tea and Fashion Fair to be given on
next Sunday, April 24, from t to 5 p.m.
at the Wisconsin Elementary school, and
seen here making plans for the annual affair
sponsored by the
left, Mrs. C. Moss,
school's PTA are, from
secretary; Miss B. Berk-
ley, co-chairman; Mrs. I. Johnson, chair-
man; Mrs. L. Larry, principal, and Mrs. L.
Williams, president.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekty? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS




Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work In-
stantly to stop throbbing
toothachepain, so safe doc-






















































































--SERVES YOU BETTER — SAVES YOU MORE — SERVES YOU BETTER — SAVES YOU MORE
FOR THOSE WHO ARE LOOKING FOR THE BEST!
AND WANT TO PAY LESS SEE THESE VALUES
1964 Mercury $1795
Montclair 2 Door Hardtop, white with beige leather interior,
full power. Like new.
1964 Mercury $1895
Montclair 4 Door Hardtop, whit* with red leather interior.
Full power & factory air. One owner.
1965 Rambler $1895
550 4 Door, radio & heater, air cond. Solid white and extra
clean.
1961 Mercury $1095
Monterey 4 Door. Automatic, radio & heater, all power &
factory air. Extra clean.
1961 Comet $795
Station Wagon, deluxe 4 door. White with red interior,
radio, heater & WSW.
1965 Ford $1695
Fairlane 4-door. Radio and heater, wsw. Extra nice 
1963 Mercury $1295
Monterey 4-door Breezeway. All power and factory air. ,
1964 Olds $1895
88 4-door hardtop. Blue with matching interior. Full power
and factory air.
1965 Comet $1795
202. Radio, heater, automatic, air cond. A real buy!
1961 Mercury $1095
4-door station wagon. V-8, automatic, radio, heater and
wsw.
1962 Ford $995
Galaxie 4-door, power steering and brakes, factory air,
automatic, wsw, radio and heater. A real bargain!






































The West Tennessee Region
of the Tennessee State Beauti-
cians Association will convene
In Humboldt, Tenn., on Sunday
and Monday, April 24-25, and
will be held at Lucy's Beauty
school at 629 Calhoun.
Registration will be held A
9 a.m. on Sunday and Monday,
and all beauticians are invited.
Mrs. Charlene Gould is the art-
ist.
Mrs. Glardes Wright is presi-
dent, and Mrs. Eula B. Neeley
dean of the clinic.
President Visits
His Hometown
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (UPI)
— President Johnson attended
church services, then took a
spin around the boyhood haunts
of his hometown on a drizzy
Sunday in .the Texas hill coun-
try.
He was in a friendly mood
when he drove a brown station
wagon 15 miles from the LBJ
ranch to 11 a.m. CST services
at the First Christian Church of
Johnson City. -
—
3 Hear Fate In New York
While Widow Looks On
as Shot At:
uxers Lawyer
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —
The attorney for most of the
14 alleged Ku Klux Klansmen
accused in the firebomb death
of a Hattiesburg, Miss., Negro
said was shot at
The attorney, Ste te Re p.
Chlrles G. Blackwell of Lau-
rel declined to date exactly
when ..nd where the shooting
too': place until he confers with
another attorney.
Blackwell was believed t
hay- been in this city Wednes
NEW YORK — Tamadge Ha- Malcolm died in a bloody day night for the regular sea-
,4 Norman 3X Butler, 26, rain of shotgun pellets Feb. 21 sion of the state legislature A
and Thomas 15X Johnson 30 1995 as he began to address police spokesman said he was
have been sentenced to life im a rally in e   Bail- Audubon  unable to confirm Blackwell's
prisonment for the murder of room here. report. lic is invited.
Malcolm X. Justice Charles Marks handed 
down the sentences after the; A
three had been convicted ufl 
N 
N I' LWA'S
-St degree murder, March ,1
;folio-Ong an eight week trial.
Malcolm's split with the na-
tion's major Negro separation
SECRETretaryA
WANTED BY FBI — Lynwood
Irwin Meares, a reputed safe
cracker with a 35-year criminal
record, has been added to the
FBI's "Then Most Wanted" list.
He escaped from a branch of the
North Carolina prison at Gary
on Jan. 16, 1963 while serving
time for breaking and entering,
and reportedly call himself "the
old master." A native of Rich-
TOOTHACH E 
weighs between 190 and 220, and
mond, Va., he is six-foot-two,
Is 52 years old. He likes to at-
tend sporting events, and part*.
cijiiites in such sports as hunt-
ing, swimming, and fishing, and men.
likes to gamble. He should be
considered very dangerous. If


















PloYr sales depart'movement to form his own na• Experienced
tionallat organization ran., mint. Age 20 to 30. Excellent short-
ovu hand and typing required.
Salary commensurate with ability
Buckeye Cellulose _Corp
2899 Jackson Ave.
An equal opportunity employer
speculation that the killers were
really assassins out to eliminate
the leader of a competitive or
ganization.
Others said political and re-
ligious powers were behing the
slaying.
Some said the slayers acted
on their own.
In his autobiography — "Mal-
colm X" — the Negro eaier
forecast a violent death for
himself, saying he knew woo
his killers would be, and why.
The courtroom was heavilyAuto
guarded during both the senten
cing and the trial as :tuition
ties feared Malcolm a followers
would try to avenge his death
by attacking he prisoners
Everyone, even relatives was
searched.
Motions by defense attorneys
to set aside the guilty verdict
and call a new trial were de
nied.
Mrs. Betty Sha b a. z, Mal
coim's widow, arrived in the
courtioom in time to hear tbe
judge pass sentence on Johnson.
the last -of the three to be sen
Waked.
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* PM. PA 7.6033
MAIDS, NEW YORK
Guaranteed $40 to 860 wk
Jobs Fare advanced, rush references.
Harold Agency. Dope. $S,
brook. N. V.
Miscellaneous For Sale
Shoppers Look At This
5 pee. Oak Twin Bedroom Suite like
new, $49.95.
Wall Mirrors, Writing Desks. Dressers,
Beds, Mattresses, Springs $9.00 each
Jay's 942-9477
For Sale
1784 S. Belleuve. Located In Lincoln
Park area. Exhaust fan and Barbecue
yenta already install. Excellent park-





SEVILLE, Spain — (UPI) —
Mrs. John F. Kennedy flatly
denied reports of a planned en-
gagement to Spanish diplomat
Antonio Garrigues.
"I want to make it crystal
clear and completely under-
stood that there is no basis in
fact in rumors of an engage-
ment," U.S. Ambassador An-
gier Biddle Duke, speaking for
Mrs. Kennedy, said.
"Mrs. Kennedy deserves
one's respect and understand-
ing and should not be subjected
to false rumors of any kind,"
Biddle Duke told newsmen.
NAACP To Hold Meet
The Memphis branch of the
NAACP will hold its regular
monthly meeting on Sunday.
April 24, at 4 p.m. at the Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral at Lin-








Apply in person at Em-
ployment Office 8:00 to







BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE





ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges Oa Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale











Fre* Delivery Open 7 Days






































































































226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920
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